Tel: 07774 149 563

18 Bells Road,
Stornoway, HS1 2RA

www.opuscarpentry.co.uk
Email: kitchens.opuscarpentry@gmail.com

• Rewiring & Upgrades
• Installation
• Inspection & Testing

Kitchen Design,
supply & Installation
– Joinery – Construction –

• Fault Finding & Repairs
• Smart Home Solutions
• Maintenance

Experienced Electrician with Comprehensive Certification. over 10 years experience in domestic, industrial,
commercial, and oil & gas. Specialises in installation, maintenance, fault finding and remedials

Harris Tweed direct from
The Shawbost Mill

Email: nealmackay@hotmail.com Mobile: 07872 442081
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Take the pain out of payroll…call us!

NEWLY REFURBISHED
WITH A NEW CHEF

Open/closed skips

Church Street

#1 for savings
and loans in the
Outer Hebrides
website: www.hi-scot.com
email: info@hi-scot.com
tel: 01851 701865

Tel: 01851 702335

SKIP HIRE

Monday to Thursday 5pm to 9.30pm
Friday & Saturday 4.30pm to 10pm
CLOSED SUNDAY

7 James Street, Stornoway HS1 2QN

COME HAVE A LOOK,

Tel:
700299
YOU01851
WON’T BE DISAPPOINTED
24 South Beach Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis

EVENTS

Tel: 01851 700299

AND A NEW MENU

Tel: 700418 / 701118

Tues-Thursday 12pm-2.30pm 4.30-10.30pm
24Friday-Saturday:
South Beach Street,
Stornoway,
Isle
Lewis
12pm-3pm
4pm
tilloflate
Sunday: 12pm till late (open all day Sunday)

• PLASTERBOARD
RECYCLING
• METAL RECYCLING

2a Rigs Road, Stornoway, HS1 2RF Tel: 01851 705155 Email: info@angusmaciver.co.uk

AUTOPARTS
For all your motoring needs
Hormann
Garage
Doors

Island Road,
Stornoway HS1 2RD

01851 706939

sales@aps-direct.co.uk

Angus Clinton
WINDOWS LTD

Rigs Road Stornoway Isle of Lewis HS1 2RF
Tel: 01851 705919 Fax: 01851 704743
Email: a.clinton@btconnect.com

OPEN 7 DAYS

Tues-Thursday 12pm-2.30pm 4.30-10.30pm
Friday-Saturday: 12pm-3pm 4pm till late
Sunday: 12pm till late (open all day Sunday)
in Lewis and Harris

24 South Beach Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis

Promote your
business HERE!

Tel: 01851 700299
For one month,
it’s £51.25 (+VAT)
Longer runs from
£41 (+VAT) a month

LAMINATED PINE,
LARGE STOCK,
VARIOUS SIZES
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SARAH’S SANCTUARY IN THE ISLES
By Annie Delin

A

Western Isles branch of a support group specifically aimed
at those bereaved by suicide is being launched in Stornoway.

Sarah’s Sanctuary is a branch of Beautiful Inside and Out, a
registered charity born out of the tragic suicide of 13-year-old Jenna
Moriarty. Her mother Pauline wanted to ensure that Jenna could still
help others by offering support and counselling to bereaved parents,
family and friends who have lost their loved ones to suicide.
Now Lewisman Kenny Macdonald plans to extend their work into
the islands, honouring the memory and sharing his enduring love
for his own daughter after suffering a heart-breaking loss. Sarah’s
Sanctuary is being set up in memory of Sarah Maree Macdonald,
of Aird, Point and Newmarket, who died at the age of 29 in
September 2019.

MacDonald
Donald Campbell “ Tuf”
In loving memory of our precious son and
brother “Tuf” who passed away on 5th July 2018.
From his heartbroken parents Kenny Dan and
Heather, his brother Kenny and his sisters
Kathleen, Eileen, Linda and Heather.

Alasdair Allan MSP/BPA
Surgery Notice

!

Alasdair Allan MSP/BPA
Surgery No*ce

Sarah attended Bayble Primary School and The Nicolson Institute
before moving to the mainland with her family in 2011. Most recently
she worked as a lifeguard at Inverness leisure centre and had been
due to return to Lewis with her family, planning to take up nursing
training in Stornoway. But, after struggling with mental health issues
for several years, she ended her own life.
Kenny said: “Sarah was a beautiful young woman with a loving,
caring manner and always a kind word for everyone she met. Losing
her was the most devastating experience ever for us as a family.
“We came home to Lewis and found that there was a lack of help in
bereavement of this kind available on the island. Having experienced
mental health issues within the family previously, I had raised funds
for Pauline’s charity Beautiful Inside and Out some years ago. I felt it
was a very worthy cause but could never in my worst nightmare have
envisaged needing the charity in such circumstances.”
Kenny has joined forces with Pauline and with qualified counsellor
Marina Sinclair to create Sarah’s Sanctuary. This will begin as a
support group that will meet regularly in Stornoway for those affected
by suicide.
The group will be facilitated by Kenny and Marina and offers a
confidential, non-judgemental safe place for people to share their
experiences and support each other. One-to-one counselling will be
funded by the group for anyone requesting it.
Despite the hope that they could begin to use the therapists that
already work with Beautiful Inside and Out via digital platforms such
as Zoom and Skype, the group’s plans were delayed by the onset of
the Coronavirus pandemic.
They now aim to launch this month with a fundraising event which
affirms the life of Sarah Maree Macdonald in the most active way.
Kenny said: “Sarah would have been 30 years old on 12 April.
To honour her 30 years, myself and Marina plan a 30k triathlon
on Saturday 22 August – cycling, running and kayaking around the
Stornoway area.
“Our group welcomes those bereaved by suicide to meet and share
their experiences in a safe and confidential environment. Support
groups can promote health and healing and healing happens when
stories are shared in a safe place.
“The date and venue of our first meeting will be publicised on
Facebook and with local posters, so please spread the word. If you
are interested in attending the support group or have any questions
please email sarahs.sanctuarywesternisles@gmail.com
“In memory of Jenna Moriarty and Sarah Maree MacDonald, we
are reaching out in the love that they displayed for others throughout
their lives. In their memory a place of safety and refuge will be
available with no discrimination and no judgement – a sanctuary for

InScottish
lightParliament
of Scottish
andanUK
Allan, Member of the
for Na h-Eileanan
Iar, Government guidance regarding the
olding the following advice surgeries should any constituent wish to
COVID-19
meet with him: pandemic my constituency office is currently closed.
Eileanan an Iar Scottish
Parliament
office,
20
My staff
andconstituency
I are still
working,
although, in line with the current
Kenneth Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis:
guidance, we are doing so from home.
Monday 19 February 12pm – 1pm
I can still be contacted via www.alasdairallan.scot as
well as by telephone or email as detailed below.

Friday 23 February 1pm – 2pm

onstituent is unable to make the surgery, or would like a home visit
Alasdair, please call the constituency office on 01851 700357
or email alasdair.allan.msp@parliament.scot

Friends of The Nicolson

A recently formed charitable Trust to assist pupils of
The Nicolson Institute with the cost of travel to the mainland

Find out how you can help advance the next
generation of Nicolson pupils at www.fotn.org.uk

The picture shows Sarah Maree Macdonald
and is used with thanks to Sarah’s family.

any that are in peril.
“The launch of Sarah’s Sanctuary here on the island means people
will not have to travel to the mainland to attend a bereavement-bysuicide support group. We can now say there is a place for you to
go, there are others who understand what you are going through and
will help.”
To support the 30k triathlon fundraiser go to www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/Sarahs-Sanctuary.

Telephone: 01851 700 357

www.alasdairallan.scot
Email: alasdair.allan.msp@parliament.scot

www.alasdairallan.scot
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STS TAXIS…40 years on! 01851 704444
Stornoway Taxi and Courier Service
01851 704177
– ESTABLISHED 1976 –

CONTRACTS, FERRY, AIRPORT & TOUR RUNS TAKEN.

5 CARS AVAILABLE AWAYS RELIABLE & COURTEOUS

Available 24/7 & 365 days a year

The Trust would like

The Woodlands is
now open for sit in
& take-away service
11am - 2:30 pm

to thank all the people
Customers should check Facebook
and welovestornoway.com for
the latest timings and menus

who helped care for the

Grounds during lockdown

Isles charity in fundraising plea
A

•

Large Scottish luxury hamper

•

Islewear jewellery gift

•

Bottle of 12-year-old Dalmore Whisky

•

Bottle of Eden Mill Gin

•

£30 WJ MacDonald voucher

“It means so much to us. Your donation helps us to keep supporting
people living with dementia and carers in your local area.”

•

Isle of Lewis Candle hamper

The Western Isles Autumn prize draw list so far includes prizes
like:

“The talented Jordane Symington at Islewear jewellery.

plea has gone out for people to support vital fundraising
for Alzheimer Scotland Western Isles – with a prize draw
including a Scottish Hamper and various prizes!
Marion MacInnes, Locality Leader. Alzheimer Scotland, Western
Isles, says: “Thanks in advance for your contribution to Alzheimer
Scotland Western Isles.

“Thanks to the local businesses who have kindly donated so far:
“Iain and Mary at the amazing new Island Spirit Whisky Shop.

“And to our own dedicated team and supporters who donated the
hamper items and vouchers.”
The price is £2.50 an entry and all entries are counted e.g. £10 = 4
entries. Please make sure you leave your full name when you donate.
To enter by GoFundMe click http://gf.me/u/yi9fqd
The Prize Draw will take place on Saturday 19th September as
part of the Memory Walk and 40th anniversary celebrations.
“Your support is appreciated as we raise vital funds to continue
to support local people living with dementia and their families,”
says Marion.

14 North Street, Sandwick, Stornoway HS2 0AD
Tel: 01851 705798 www.mayburygardens.co.uk
Fresh hand-tied
Bouquets for any
occasion available

We are OPEN for you to COLLECT orders that you have placed.
You are not allowed to come into the Garden Centre to browse

If you would like to place an ORDER - phone 01851 705798
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STORNOWAY
CHRISTIAN BOOKSHOP

30 Kenneth Street, Stornoway | 01851 703334

We are open and look forward
to welcoming our customers back!
We have safety hygiene measures
in place to reduce any risk of infection.

1 Samuel 7 12 ...... Hitherto the Lord has helped us.

Visit our newly launched website:
www.stornowaychristianbookshop.co.uk
OPENING HOURS Monday-Saturday 9.30am-1.30pm, 2pm-4pm

Thinking
about
Fostering?

Remembering Chancellor
Iain MacLeod
F

By Brian Wilson

ifty years ago, in July 1970, Iain MacLeod died of a heart
attack at the age of 56. He had been Chancellor of the
Exchequer for barely a month, following Conservative leader
Edward Heath’s victory in the General Election of that year.
While the anniversary of his death on July 20 provoked renewed
musings about what might have been if he had survived, there is
a particular island interest for Macleod had closer Hebridean links
than any other front-line politician, before or since.
He was an unusually interesting political figure; the embodiment
of the “One Nation” Tory tradition but fiercely partisan in debate.
He transcended class divisions in a party dominated by class, his
social views forged by contact with deep poverty, both on Lewis and
through his father’s GP practice in Yorkshire.
Both Macleod’s parents were from deep Lewis roots. His father,
Norman Macleod, was from Kershader. His own father died when he
was six and Norman secured his education through a bursary to the
Nicolson Institute and scholarship to Glasgow University where he
graduated in medicine and chemistry.

At Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
we are looking for foster carers to meet
the needs of those children who are
unable to live with their birth families

If you want more information
then please contact Fiona
or Anne on 01851 822748
email: anne.mackenzie@cne-siar.gov.uk

We are waiting to hear from you
7 James St,
Stornoway
HS1 2QN

#1 for savings and loans
in the Outer Hebrides
website: www.hi-scot.com email: info@hi-scot.com
telephone: 01851 701865

The Harris
Tweed
Hebrides
Mill Shop

Harris Tweed
direct from The
Shawbost Mill
25 North Beach Street, Stornoway HS1 2XQ

Tel: 01851 700046
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www.harristweedhebrides.com
shop@harristweedhebrides.com

He then spent four years as medical officer on a tea estate in
Assam before returning to the UK. A fellow Lewis doctor helped find
him a partnership in a medical practice in Skipton, Yorkshire, which
became the Macleod family home for most of the 20th century.
Norman Macleod met his wife-to-be, Annabella (known as Lab)
Ross on a visit home. Her family was from Crobeg. Her father,
Roderick Ross, the first resident GP in Lochs and later covered the
whole north of the island, from Borve. They married in 1910 and
their first child, Rhodabel, was followed in 1913 by the birth of Iain
Macleod.
A striking feature at this time is the family’s rapid social mobility.
Iain was sent off to a “feeder” for Fettes to which he then progressed.
According to his biographer, Robert Shepherd, the next step to
Cambridge to read history was “little more than a formality” so long
as parents could pay the fees.
In 1925, on the demise of Lord Leverhulme and the bargain
basement sell-off of rural Lewis, Dr Macleod bought Scaliscro Estate
– 10,000 acres with lodge, fishings and shooting - for £1000. By all
accounts, this became the spiritual home of Iain’s formative years.
His father sold Scaliscro in 1947, shortly before his death.
Iain’s Cambridge student and early employment years could not
have been much further removed from his Lewis background. He
was an international class bridge player and turned this skill into a
lifestyle as professional gambler and denizen of London nightclubs.
The advent of war interrupted all that and turned him in the direction
of politics.
Macleod married in 1940 and flourished in the army, rising to the
rank of Major and serving at the heart of the D-Day landings. The
war, wrote Shepherd, had “given Macleod ambition and defined his
purpose in life”. In May 1945, he was enjoying a spell of leave at
Scaliscro when Churchill called the General Election.
The Tories had not stood in the Western Isles since 1931 but
Macleod saw an opportunity. His father, a lifelong Liberal, became
chairman of an impromptu local Tory organisation long enough to
select Iain as candidate, at a meeting only the two of them attended.
Dr Macleod sent a telegram to Churchill and the Prime Minister’s
endorsement arrived by return of post.
Sandy Matheson recalls being “patted on the head” as a small
child when MacLeod called on his great- uncle, Roderick Smith, to
solicit support. “Uncle was a staunch Liberal and being of the same
vintage as Iain's father, Dr Norman, they knew each other. I do not
know the outcome, but, of course, Iain had labelled himself as a
Liberal-Unionist” – a frequent device in that era to cover more than
one base.

The Veggie Box

The freshest fruit and vegetables …from near and far

DELIVERY SERVICE ON WEDNESDAYS…
ORDER BY 12.30AM ON MONDAY
STALL IN PERCEVAL SQUARE ON THURSDAYS FROM 8AM TO 2.30PM
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH FOR MORE DETAILS

Make your Veggie Box order at:

theveggiebox@hotmail.co.uk or tel: 07810 603188
Deliveries available to the Broadbay and Point area

Iain Macleod with his wife Eve who became Baroness Macleod of Borve

Macleod’s distinctive brand of Toryism was reflected in his election
address which declared that “we must have SOCIAL SECURITY for
all on the lines of the Beveridge Report”. Declaring himself “a man
of the isles”, his campaign slogan was “A Vote for Macleod is a Vote
for Churchill”. His genuine commitment to the welfare state would
continue to define him in Tory politics.
The main opposition to Labour in the Western Isles continued to
come from the Liberals and, arguably, Macleod’s intervention helped
Malcolm K. MacMillan hold the seat. MacMillan polled 5917; the
Liberal, Huntley McDonald Sinclair, 4277 and Macleod 2756.
Macleod said later: “Only my cousins voted for me, but I have a lot
of cousins”.
Macleod’s gamble of fighting the unwinnable seat paid off and his
Tory career was soon on a sharply upwards trajectory. He was found
a seat in Enfield, became a Health Minister in the 1950 Churchill
government and entered the Cabinet in 1959 as Colonial Secretary.
In 1963, he was Tory party chairman when Harold MacMillan
resigned but refused to serve under his successor, Lord Home. His
“emergence” was bitterly opposed by Macleod who thought it
absurd that the Tories should look to the Lords for a leader. “When
Home talks about unemployment”, he observed, “he thinks it’s to do
with the lack of beaters on his estate.”
His monumental achievements were as Colonial Secretary when
he faced down most of his own party to advance majority rule in
Africa thereby avoiding much bloodshed and retaining the goodwill
of emerging states. Macleod retained lifelong friendships with
leaders like Julius Nyerere and Hastings Banda. The right-wingers
hated him and the grandee, Lord Salisbury, described him as “too
clever by half” – the ultimate insult in Tory circles.
For many years, Macleod lived with pain as a result of a war
wound and ill health. Shortly after the launch of the 1970 election
campaign, his mother died in Skipton at the age of 90, which affected
him deeply. When Heath won, he became Chancellor but made
only one Commons speech before being struck down by abdominal
illness.
He appeared to be recovering and was released from hospital
but suffered a heart attack and died at 11 Downing Street. Long
previously, he had said that if he ever went to the Lords his title
would be “MacLeod of Borve”. Instead, his widow became a peer
as Lady Macleod of Borve and an effective campaigner for many
years on social issues. She continued to visit Lewis up to her death
in 1999.
The game of “what if…” usually yields as many conclusions as
there are players but remains interesting in Macleod’s case. What
if he had lived? He might well have succeeded Heath as leader
in which case Thatcherism – the antithesis of Macleod’s politics –
would have been still-born. In short, Macleod’s was one political
death that made a difference.
His biographer, Robert Shepherd, observed that: “Macleod’s
crofter, Gaelic and northern origins set him apart as an outsider while
giving him a perspective on politics that was the opposite to that of
most senior Conservatives”. Therein, perhaps, lies an urgent lesson
for today.
“In his later life,” wrote Shepherd, “Macleod used to tell his son,
Torquil, of the sheer beauty and romance of Lewis. The pressure
on his time prevented Macleod returning to the island as often as
he would have liked but in the summer of 1968, they went there
on holiday. It was to be Macleod’s last visit. He was totally in his
element. At heart, he always remained an islander”.
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Church House, 16 James Street, Stornoway HS1 2QN
Clear PVC
Roller
Banners

A Frames
and
posters

Shop
signs

Window
lettering

MEETINGS AND OFFICE VISITS
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
E: print@hebevents.com
T: 01851 705743 M: 07867 861090
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A LEWIS CARNIVAL SPONSORED PAGE

THE LEWIS CARNIVAL CHARITY
W

By Victoria Silver

hat a year it has been so far! Sadly, as with every other
event, the Lewis Carnival has had to be cancelled this
year, too. But sad as this is, maybe it has at least given us a year
to reflect, on this event and on so much more.

In October 2019, ‘The Lewis Carnival’ officially became a Scottish
regulated charity with OSCR (Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator)
for the first time. For the last three Carnivals there was a small core
team which brought the carnival together, and the same core people
are now trustees of the charity. As with any public charity, there will
be opportunity moving forward for other people to become trustees
too – if, like the team, they believe they can contribute to the success
of future carnivals. It is not for the faint-hearted – as the summer
approaches, it does normally take up quite a bit of your time!
Every year has been a bit of a balancing act – to come up with new
ideas, to finance these ideas, and then (often the greatest hurdle) to
find volunteers to help make it happen. Many ideas don’t make it
to Carnival Day purely because we cannot find people to run them.
Extra games, stalls, inflatables etc have to be put on the back burner,
always with the hope that ‘next year’ we’ll have more people to
make it happen.
The Carnival does not receive funding and is one of the few (if
not the only) island ‘shows’ that is free entry. Therefore, we rely on
people spending money on our own stalls and games and generally
taking part in order to cover our costs. Last year the addition of the
Food Festival brought in additional revenue but it also increased our
costs. We want there to be a variety of stall holders and therefore we
keep our stall prices low so that hopefully everyone feels they can
take part. But year on year we have to cover the cost of assorted hires
(bouncy castles, Town Hall etc) plus hope to try and make enough
to go towards the following year’s event. The previous committee
did a great job of creating and starting The Carnival Ball, which we
subsequently continued with two balls and last year’s cèilidh. These
events actually make more money than the carnival itself! Last year’s
cèilidh was at the end of Carnival Day itself – and whilst the carnival
team were exhausted, it was a great way to round off the day and the
weeks of planning. We also loved the number of tourists who came
in and learnt cèilidh dances!

Supportive Volunteering
Everyone involved in the carnival is a volunteer. As I write this now,
it is voluntary. Every committee member gives their time for free.
Why? Because when it’s going well it is really fun! You have to have
a passion for putting on events and an eagerness to get involved with
the community. Otherwise, yes, you could see it as a reward-free
stress! Fortunately, we enjoy it, you need to, but it certainly has its
moments. People’s expectations are high and there seems to be a
misconception that either we’re paid, or that the carnival is funded,
or that we should somehow just have limitless money and staff at our
disposal to make the day bigger and better. If you don’t think it has
got bigger or better, believe us when we say it’s not for want of trying!

The Carnival Calendar
For the committee members work on the carnival begins in January.
How can that be?! Well, like with all large-scale events on Lewis
and elsewhere, health and safety must be adhered to and Comhairle
nan Eilean Siar require paperwork to prove this is the case. The
relevant paperwork needs to be presented to their Safety Advisory
Group, and the group unfortunately meets in February, which means
an early start for us!
Next up, and in order to make sure the event is a success, we start
encouraging people and organisations to sign up floats. Creating
a float can seem a daunting project if you have never done one.

The

Lewis

CARNIVAL

Every year there are regulars who we cannot wait to see and we are
eternally grateful to the local haulage companies who volunteer their
lorries and their drivers to make the floats possible. We know how
much people value the parade over and above anything we organise
in Perceval Square car park and so we always try and encourage new
groups to take part. And you don’t have to decorate a lorry! We love
entries from cars, motorbikes, on foot, bicycles – you name it, we
would love to see you in it.
We are SO grateful year on year that people take the time to think
up phenomenal ideas and take the time to create them. Without
them, the carnival would be nothing – and we certainly wouldn’t
be able to create the floats ourselves! Since we’ve been given this
‘year off’ perhaps your group, organisation or business could think
of ideas for 2021 – we’ll need something fun to help us recover from
2020!
To help us make money to cover the costs of the event itself – for
things like equipment and the town hall hire – we start booking in
stalls and games as soon as we can. From May onwards work on this
tends to become more earnest. For our arts and crafts stall holders
it is a cost-effective way of displaying their products to a significant
crowd. For us, the stall fees help to pay for the venue (generally the
town hall) or go towards other costs. The more stalls we have the
more interesting the carnival is and the more money we can make!
To make Perceval Square a fun place to spend an afternoon we also
try to fill it with food and games. Last year, thanks to the amazing
weather, Perceval Square was also a great place to sunbathe!

For the 2019 Carnival we had our first Carnival Food Festival a two-day event (the second day of which was also Carnival Day)
which was supported by the Scottish Salmon Company. We were
lucky enough to have chefs from around the island come and spend
two afternoons doing food demonstrations for the public – for which
entrance was free. The former MasterChef the Professionals winner
Gary Maclean also opened the event thanks to SSC who covered
the costs of bringing him to Lewis for the event. We love food and,
in spite of the uncertainty COVID-19 has brought to the hospitality
industry as a whole, we hope that next year we can once again
welcome back foodies from across the islands and make the ‘food’
part of the Carnival even more enticing.

Until next year…
The history of the Carnival is such that those involved feel
emotionally attached to keeping the event going and we hope that
those attending feel the same! We also appreciate that it contributes
to the local economy by drawing thousands of people to Stornoway
for carnival day to the benefit of local businesses. Now more than
ever we need events that bring communities and businesses together
to help support each other.
We send our love and support to local businesses and hope that
we can come together again in 2021, slightly battered around the
edges but hopefully still in one piece!

We look forward to welcoming you to
Join
the
Carnival
team for 2021!
TheLewis
Lewis Carnival
2019

C ome a l o n g a n d e n j oEmail:
y f o o d , g athelewiscarnival@gmail.com
me s, a n d o f c o u rs e , t h e C a r n i v a l Pa rade !

Facebook: @thelewiscarnival Instagram: @thelewiscarnival

Get in contact now! Keep in touch

Volunteers

It takes months and a surprising amount of time to
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Supplies ‘log-jam’ threatens building work delays

B

By Annie Delin

uilding projects island-wide are caught in a snarl-up over
building supplies, as surging demand outstrips the ability of
producers to get materials to the islands.

And some companies are describing a perfect storm of long
waiting-times, increased costs and sheer unavailability of basic
materials which threatens to put home-builds and commercial
projects even further behind schedule.
Every construction project throughout the islands is already
lagging behind their planned timetable, after a lockdown period
when work on contracted projects was halted.
During much of that period builders’ merchants and other
suppliers were also closed or on essential deliveries only, while
producers from timber mills to paint manufacturers in Scotland and
further afield themselves closed operations.
Stornoway-based Lewis Builders Ltd have a number of commercial
contracts and domestic customers whose projects are due to re-start,
but quantity surveyor Emily Young says procuring materials to get the
projects back underway is causing a headache.
She said: “Some of the materials we need now have huge lead-in
times to get to site and some prices have gone up by as much as
15% – and then we are waiting for the production and delivery of
the materials.
“Materials are in really short supply both on and off the island.
In the few weeks since we have been running up our operations for
re-opening we have noticed that mainland suppliers are beginning
to run short.

with good weather earlier in the summer, may itself have contributed
to some of the shortages, according to Iain Macaskill, branch
manager of Buildbase in Stornoway.
He said: “People who are off work are doing more projects around
the house. We’ve run out of decking three or four times and the
timber mills were telling us they’ve sold six months-worth of decking
in five weeks.
“The combination of high demand and low production is
lengthening the waiting times. We have orders outstanding for
decking where people are willing to wait, where usually they would
want it now or they’d go elsewhere.”
Timber mills in mainland Scotland have actually closed the book
to some orders, according to Donald Morrison, managing director
of Caley Timber in Inverness. He said: “Although a lot of timber is
produced in this country, some of the mills are not even accepting
orders.
“Whereas three or four weeks ago they would take an order and
say it would be six weeks before delivery, now they won’t even take
the order. It would be better if they would take it and say we’d have
to wait ten weeks.
“Timber is a problem, cement is a problem and we are now
being warned that there’s a problem with roof tiles coming down
the line. Some suppliers are giving an allocation of products, which
is effectively rationing. They’ll give us an allocation of two loads of
cement when we were looking for six.

“It’s not just commercial contracts which are going to be affected
– it’s holding back domestic projects as well.”

“That means projects will also become more expensive. If demand
outstrips supply it’s inevitable that somewhere down the line the
price will go up, whether there is justification for it or not. We’ve
been notified of price rises in timber for the past three months and
we’ve just been told of another one on 1 August.”

The availability of time at home for furloughed workers, coupled

At Buildbase in Stornoway, Iain Macaskill sees numerous issues

Builders’ supply yard at Buildbase in Stornoway.

at play across all parts of the supply chain. He said: “Every industry
is affected. Some of the buckets that paint comes in are made in
Europe and the paint makers can’t get them. Some suppliers can’t get
everybody back at work because of social distancing.
“Plasterboard was on an allocation system and, although both
plasterboard and insulation are now available, the big demand from
the mainland builds hasn’t hit yet. As soon as a few hundred housing
estates start needing plasterboard and insulation, it’s going to impact
us. This issue will be ongoing for some time.
“The island customer is doubly affected because there’s a limited
choice as to where you can get things from. It’s not that they don’t
send the materials to us, just that when we run out there isn’t
anywhere else to source it.
“Jobs are liable to be delayed at the moment, rather than put off
altogether. But if there were to be another outbreak and another
lockdown, that’s another matter. We could lose some suppliers
altogether.”
There are some rays of light in the current turmoil, though. Iain
said: “On the mainland they aren’t used to waiting as long as we do
anyway. We’ll carry as much stock as we can but, if people come
in and order everything we’ve got, then we’ll just have to wait, as
island people can.”

Advertising Feature

The Importance of having a Will
and a Power of Attorney
I

t is estimated that only a third of the
population of Scotland have a Will and
it is likely that fewer still have a Power of
Attorney. This inevitably will lead to many
families having to go through difficult and
costly processes when someone loses capacity
or passes away.
Making a Will and a Power of Attorney will
make it easier for loved ones to get through a time
which may already be very stressful.
Your Power of Attorney sets out who would be
able to manage your affairs and make decisions
on your behalf if you lost capacity and your Will
sets out what should happen with your estate
once you pass away. Neither document becomes
effective until it is required.
It is understandable that it is not easy to think
about losing capacity or passing away but making
a Will and a Power of Attorney is not as difficult as

people think it is, and it will give peace of mind
that your affairs are in order.

wishes while you are living, your Will a Will and a Power of Attorney and answer the
questions you might have.
requires to be written.

It is just as important for young people to have
Wills and Powers of Attorney as it is for older
people to have them.

Anderson Macarthur is signed up to the Free
•	
You can change your Will at any time if
circumstances change, so it is not set in Will Service offered by Cancer Research UK. This
means we can offer free wills to clients. Cancer
stone when you first make a Will.
•	If you do not have a Power of Attorney in Research UK will pay for your Will to be made
place and you find yourself in a situation in the hope you leave something to them in your
where you cannot manage your own affairs, Will. If you would like to use the Free Will Service,
no one will be able to deal with your bills, then please let us know when you contact us.

Did you know?
•	It is particularly important for croft tenants
to have a Will to ensure the croft can be
transferred to the next tenant.
•	It is not necessarily true that everything will
automatically go to your spouse or partner if
you pass away without a Will.

take money out of your sole bank account
or make any decisions for you. The only
alternative is for a Guardianship Order to be
put in place which can take several months
and will involve the Court and a number of
professional assessments.

•	
If you do not have immediate family
members and you have not left a Will, your
estate will be shared out by the nearest class
At Anderson Macarthur we are passionate about
of relatives. This could mean that cousins everyone having a Will and a Power of Attorney
you are rarely in contact with will inherit and we are committed to keeping the costs of
your estate.
these documents affordable. Our solicitors will be
•	It is not enough to simply tell people your able to take you through the process of making

Tha ar luchd lagha fileanta anns a’ Ghàidhlig
agus gu math deònach bruidhinn ri neach sam bith
mu dheidhinn na cùisean seo anns a’ Ghàidhlig.
For more information and to arrange your Will
and Power of Attorney, please contact one of our
offices: Stornoway: Tel: 01851 703356 or
Email: info@hebridean-estate-agency.co.uk
Portree: Tel: 01478 612197 or
Email: legal@amac.co.uk
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Counselling and
Family Mediation
– Western Isles
Our thanks
Counselling and Family Mediation
– Western Isles would like to thank
all their clients and referrers to
our service for their patience and
understanding during the difficulties
resulting from COVID19 pandemic.
We have continued to work with
our clients online very successfully
during the last few months and will
ensure all necessary requirements
and guidelines are in place prior to
returning to face to face counselling
and/or mediation in our premises.
CFM presently operate with 6 counsellors
and 2 mediators all of whom are trained to
Diploma level and registered accordingly.
We offer a FREE service to all.
Counselling is available for anyone dealing
with a variety of life’s difficulties, including
bereavement when the intense range of
emotions felt after losing a person we love
often affects us most profoundly. We also
offer counselling to families who have
lost a loved one through suicide and work
with clients who are dealing with suicidal
thoughts, mental health issues, bullying,
trauma, relationships, depression, stress,
anxiety and low self-esteem. We also
have a Sex Therapist available to work
with individuals or couples.CFM Western
Isles deliver counselling to all our young
people within the Island Schools, who can
be referred by Education or self refer.
Presently we have 6 students in
training to Diploma in Psychodynamic
Counselling level, now in their second
year and working with our clients.
CFM Western Isles are supported
financially by Scottish Government,
CNES and NHS Western Isles and
are extremely grateful to all for their
financial support which enables us to
continue to offer this much needed
service throughout our Islands.
Donations are always welcome.
For appointments or information please
contact: CFM Western Isles Manager on
01851 705600 or email
cfmwesternisles@btconnect.com

www.hebevents.com
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DJ’s recipe for reducing isolation
C

arloway Community Association recently advertised a new
position for a Social Inclusion Officer to work on delivering
an exciting project aimed at reducing social isolation in the
area from Dalmore to Garynahine.
At the start of August, they stated: “We are delighted to announce
the appointment of D.J. MacLeod to that position.
“I am sure many of you will know D.J. who was a Youth Worker in
the Carloway Parish several years ago.
“D.J. will work closely with the project partners - Comann
Coimhearsnachd Chàrlabhaigh (Carloway Community Association),
Urras Oighreachd Chàrlabhaigh (Carloway Estate Trust) and
Breasclete Community Association - developing, organising
and promoting social activities (when we are able to!), exploring
opportunities for the provision of childcare in the area and supporting
our community responses to the Covid-19 crisis.
“DJ is shown here preparing the burgers as part of COVID response
in the Breasclete/Callanish areas.”
For the time being, D.J. will be working from home but once
restrictions are lifted and it is deemed safe, he will be based in
Carloway and Breasclete.

Seafaring bunny’s adventure
A

By Annie Delin

courageous sailor bunny has made a safe landfall in
Orkney, just 16 days after setting sail from the Isle of
Lewis.
Peter the rabbit was given the task of steering a carefully handmade raft from the beach at Vatisker by three-year-old Tommy
Hunt, who sent him off to sea on 12 July with the help of mum
Claire Coldock and dad Roger Hunt.
The family, who stay in North Tolsta, are regular beach visitors
and have been keeping themselves busy with adventurous projects
throughout lockdown.
Roger said: “We go to the beach almost every day and we
always collect plastic and other rubbish to recycle. A couple of
weeks ago we decided to make Peter the rabbit a raft using some
branches and garden canes, twine that we had found on the beach
and some reeds to finish the job off with.
“Since then, each day when we’re at the beach, Tommy has been
asking ‘where’s Peter now?’ and we have just been pointing off to
sea, but then I was scanning social media yesterday (Wednesday
29 July) and there was a picture of Peter the rabbit.”
Peter had been found safely ashore in Graemsay, a tiny island
in the western approach to Scapa Flow in Orkney. He’d arrived
on Tuesday 28 July after a 16-day sea journey that left him just a
little damp and apparently a bit tired – he was resting when he was
discovered.
Finder Michael Braddock is one of just 28 residents on the tiny
island. He opened the message, carefully sealed inside a bottle and
a plastic tub, and read: “My name is Tommy Hunt and I built this
raft with my Mummy and Daddy. We sailed it from our home on
the Isle of Lewis. Please share on social media if you find.”
Michael immediately complied, with pictures of Peter and the
note. As a mariner himself, he was able to report with authority:
“The raft was a bit wobbly and the message a little damp, but

Tommy with his mum Claire and dad Roger on their beach day.

bunny is OK. He is to head back to sea for further adventures once
we get him ready.”
When Roger spotted the post, he reported it straight away to
Tommy. Roger said: “He was just so excited. He was running
round in circles screaming and since then he’s been talking nonstop about telling his teachers and his schoolfriends when he starts
school in August.
“We don’t have any further adventures planned at the moment
because we want to see how this one works out. Michael said
he’s going to tighten up the raft a bit, add his own message and
get Peter ready for sea, then set him off from the opposite side of
Graemsay island.
“We’re hoping he will catch the currents for Scandinavia. It
would be great to see him hit Norway next.”

Parents can get £250 to help cover school costs
F
amilies across Scotland are being encouraged to check if
they qualify for the Best Start Grant School Age Payment as
schools reopen next week.

The one-off cash payment is open to people who receive certain
benefits or tax credits and are a parent or carer of a child born
between 1 March 2015 and 29 February 2016.
Parents do not need to take up a school place to get the money –
people who are home schooling or have deferred their child’s start
date can still apply.
Social Security Secretary Shirley-Anne Somerville said: “The move
from nursery to primary school can feel like a huge step for parents
as well as kids. It can also come at a cost - putting extra pressure on
low-income families.
“As parents gear up for kids starting school next week, many will
be feeling the financial impact of Covid-19. I urge them to check if
they are eligible for the School Age Payment and apply today.
“I’d also encourage people to check what other support is available
to them at this difficult time, such as the school clothing grant and
free school meals.”
Chief Executive of Social Security Scotland David Wallace said:
“Since the outbreak of coronavirus, we have been working in

different ways with the vast majority of our colleagues now working
from home.
“Despite these restrictions, we remain committed to getting
payments to people who need it.
“We are encouraging people to apply online in the first instance.
For those that cannot access the online application, a limited
telephone service is available where people can speak to one of our
Client Advisors.”
Applications opened on 1 June 2020 and will remain open until
28 February 2021.
Parents who have deferred entry to August 2021 should still apply
in the 1 June 2020 to 28 February 2021 window. If they wait until
after then, it will be too late, and they will miss out on their payment.
There is no requirement to take up a place at school to be eligible
for the payment.
To be eligible you have to live in Scotland and be receiving certain
benefits or tax credits. To find out more, including the eligibility
criteria, visit mygov.scot/schoolpayment.
In last year’s application window 1 June 2019 to 29 Feb 2020, a total
of £4.6 million was paid out in Best Start Grant School Age Payments
supporting over 18,000 families at this key stage in a child’s life.
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Children from Golspie
to Ghana enjoy a
summer of Gaelic
music and song
F

èisean an t-Samhraidh, which has been
organised by arts organisation, Fèisean
nan Gàidheal, was offering online lessons
every week throughout the summer holidays
to ensure children don’t miss out entirely
on their summer music activities this year.
Tutors include Skippinish singer Norrie
MacIver, BBC Radio 2 Folk Award winner,
Mischa Macpherson, Mànran fiddler, Ewen
Henderson from Lochaber and Eilidh
Cormack, from female singing trio, Sian

Sian

get up and running again once regulations allow.
You can donate through JustGiving - https://bit.
ly/327qDL9.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal…how it started
Fèisean nan Gàidheal (FnG) was established
in 1991 as the independent umbrella association
of the Fèis movement. It is a membership
organisation that offers a range of services to its
members including grant-aid, training, insurance,
and instrument loans.

C

hildren from Golspie to Ghana have been
enjoying a summer of free Gaelic music
tuition, thanks to Gaelic arts organisation
Fèisean nan Gàidheal.
With ongoing support from Creative Scotland,
HIE and Bòrd na Gàidhlig, Fèisean an t-Samhraidh,
organised by Fèisean nan Gàidheal in collaboration
with local Fèisean, offer live online music lessons
with musicians from across Scotland, every week
throughout the summer holidays.
Fèisean usually take the form of a week-long
series of music, dance and Gaelic language
activities in their own locality and there would
normally be around 20 of them during the school
holiday period. Due to the current Covid-19
situation it was not possible for the usual summer
Fèisean to take place, so the small team at Fèisean
nan Gàidheal set up a programme of music lessons
online, teaming up with local Fèisean to deliver
classes via Zoom at the time they would normally
have been taking place.
Each Summer Fèisean session offers a variety of
lessons from some of the top traditional musicians
and singers in the country, all of whom had
been booked to teach at the local Fèisean prior
to lockdown. Children have been able to choose
from a selection of workshops including fiddle,
Gaelic Song, accordion, whistle and bagpipes.
Tutors, who include Skipinnish singer, Norrie
MacIver, Eilidh Cormack, Gaelic singer with
female trio, Sian, Mànran fiddler Ewen Henderson
and BBC Radio 2 Folk Award winner, Mischa
Macpherson, have also been putting together

Skippinish

videos to form the traditional Tutors’ Cèilidh at the
end of each week, all of which are streamed on
Facebook, along with a selection of Gaelic songs
for everyone to learn together.
So far Fèisean have taken place throughout
Scotland including Harris (Fèis Eilean na Hearadh),
Tiree (Fèis Thiriodh), Uist (Fèis Tìr an Eòrna), Barra
(Fèis Bharraigh), Sutherland (Fèis Chataibh) Lewis
(Fèis an Rubha) and Eigg (Fèis Eige). Two other
Fèisean - Fèis Phàislig (Paisley) and Fèis Arainn
(Arran) - have organised their own online Fèis
and these are open to anyone across Scotland, or
beyond.
Catriona Danquah, who lives in Ghana and
whose children have attended Fèis Thiriodh
previously, commented: “Our two children aged
11 and 13 tuned into the summer Fèisean online
from Ghana for Gaelic singing and chanter lessons.
They loved every minute of it, the teachers were
organised and engaging and the sessions couldn't
be long enough! In 2018 their first Fèis spawned a
love of the clàrsach and chanter, this year Gaelic
singing has been added. It's wonderful that Tiree's
musical gift is able to be shared so widely whilst
we cannot travel, we are so grateful and look
forward to next year, hopefully on Tiree.”
As part of a joint “#cleachdi aig an taigh”
initiative with Bòrd na Gàidhlig, Fèisean nan
Gàidheal has continued to offer a huge range of
free music and Gaelic language activities for all
ages throughout lockdown and has so far provided
lessons and workshops to over 2,400 people from
all over the world.
Calum Alex Macmillan, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s
Development Manager, commented: “Although
the summer Fèisean couldn’t run as normal, we
are delighted to have been able to work with them
to offer fantastic tuition opportunities to their
participants through these online lessons. The
feedback from participants, and their parents, has
been excellent as have numbers of participants.
We are also pleased to offer financial support
to Fèis Phàislig, Fèis Arainn and Fèis Lannraig a
Tuath which have independently organised online
Fèisean for their own participants.”
“At the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, many
musicians found themselves without work and an
income. We are pleased to have been able to help
in a small way by making goodwill payments to
those who had work cancelled but also, with the
support of our funders, by continuing to employ
artists to deliver our online programme.”

Mischa Macpherson

All Fèisean an t-Samhraidh events are being
offered free to participants this year, due to
Covid-19 restrictions, but if anyone is able to make
a donation, funds will be used to support Fèisean

FnG is funded by Creative Scotland, Bòrd na
Gàidhlig and Highlands & Islands Enterprise and
delivers contracts for several local authorities.
FnG supports 47 tuition-based Fèisean that offer
tuition in traditional Gaelic arts to around 13,000
young people across Scotland every year.

FnG also runs the Fèisgoil service to deliver
work in schools. Through the service it organises
music tuition through the Youth Music Initiative
and teaches Gaelic language to support GLE and
1+2 languages.
Drama work is a feature of FnG’s arts and
education service, producing and touring a
number of original Gaelic language theatre-ineducation plays for schools and providing drama
skills tuition. Highlights include a national tour
of a Gaelic language pantomime and the Gaelic
Drama Summer School.
FnG’s FèisTV service livestreams events and
offers online tuition.
Overall, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work engages
around 70,000 people annually.

Celebrating Coasts & Waters
through Gaelic song
T

o celebrate Scotland’s Year of Coasts
& Waters, Gaelic arts organisation,
Fèisean nan Gàidheal, is championing the
rich collection of Gaelic songs connected to
coasts and waters, with a new song resource
which features a weekly series of online
content for people to use to learn and enjoy
songs, all sung by some of the country’s top
Gaelic singers.
‘Cladaichean is Uisgeachan’ (Gaelic for Coasts
and Waters) is a Gaelic song resource featuring
new recordings of songs and archive recordings
along with the history and background
information of each song and the links to local
Fèisean. It provides people with an opportunity
to delve into Scotland’s rich Gaelic heritage
and culture. Each song is accompanied with an
image celebrating Scotland’s beautiful coasts
and waters, taken by Skye-based photographer
Cailean Maclean.
Fèisean nan Gàidheal, one of Scotland’s top
arts organisations, is working with Gaelic song
expert, Jo Macdonald, to compile the resource
which includes interesting historical and
local information whilst the singers involved
include Royal National Mod gold medallists
Cristin Mackenzie, Ruairidh Cormack and
Jenna Cumming, all members of female trio,
Sian (Eilidh Cormack, Ceitlin Lilidh and Ellen
Macdonald) and Trail West’s Ian Smith. So far,
the existing videos and recordings have reached
over 40,000 people on Facebook and YouTube
and the project is only at the halfway mark.
The resource, which has received support
from Scottish Government, is an extension of
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s ‘Fuaran’ Gaelic song
resource which was established to encourage a
new generation of Gaelic speakers and singers
to actively engage in the research and collection
of Gaelic songs in their local area. In total 52
songs will be added to this expanding resource,

Skippinish

51 from our rich Gaelic song heritage and there
will also be a commission awarded to a Gaelic
songwriter to compose a new song to celebrate
the theme of Coasts and Waters.
Calum Alex Macmillian, Development
Manager, Fèisean nan Gàidheal, said: “We're
now halfway through our Cladaichean is
Uisgeachan project, with 26 songs, complete
with new recordings of each one, links to archive
recordings, the words, history, background
information on the area from where the songs
originate and a link to the Fèisean in those areas.
“We are so fortunate to be working with Jo
MacDonald on this project, her knowledge
and expertise has given us an invaluable new
collection of Gaelic songs that will be an
invaluable resource for singers and teachers.”
Jo Macdonald commented: "We have such a
wonderful heritage of songs in Gaelic but it's
not always easily accessible especially to young
people. It's so rewarding to be able to help make
more of this rich corpus of song easily available
and the Coasts and Waters theme provides a
fantastic focus for exploring some classic songs
and unearthing new treasures."
For more information about the resource and
to access the weekly content please visit https://
www.feisean.org/fuaran or www.facebook.com/
feisean
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You can still make donations to Stornoway RNLI if you wish as the
Stornoway Lifeboat Fundraising Guild have set up a JustGiving page
to help collections during this time; and any monies donated will be
allocated to the local station.
We’ve missed not seeing everyone this summer, but we’re looking
forward to Open Day 2021 even more now!
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/stornoway-

Video featuring Stornoway RNLI

he RNLI has joined forces with RYAScotland to create a
short safety video reminding all going out to sea on a boat
what they should do to stay safe – and featured in the film are
Stornoway RNLI volunteer crew member Jo Macleod, as well
as Barra Island RNLI Coxswain/mechanic John MacNeil!
Has your boat been sitting idle for the last few months? Remember
to stay safe and:
• Plan ahead, check weather and tides before you leave.

Uplifting
Devotional
Programmes
There’s a recurring devotional program on Zoom on
Saturday evenings.
The Zoom meetings are open to everyone. To get the
link you need to call or text 07798 700443
The Báb endured many difficulties and tribulations; He
gave His life in the Cause of God; He was attracted to
the love of the Blessed Beauty, and He announced the
glad tidings of His manifestation. We must follow His
heavenly example and be aglow with the fire of the
love of God. We must partake of the bounty and grace
of the Lord, for the Báb has admonished us…to love
all humanity for His sake, to be lenient and merciful to
all for Him and to upbuild the oneness of the world of
humanity.

• Check your engine before you go, ensuring you have the right
spares, tools and fuel.
• Let someone know where you are going and when you plan
to return.
• And if you are in trouble or see someone in difficulty, dial 999
or 112 and ask for the Coastguard.
Stop. Think. Stay safe afloat
You can view the RNLI/RYAScotland safety video now on
Stornoway RNLI’s Facebook page!

Big Thank You to special supporters!
Stornoway RNLI would like to say Thank You to two terrific
fundraisers who made the local lifeboat their charity of choice last
month.

The meetings are open to everyone, to get the
link please call/ or text 07798 700443

bahaiteachings.org
bahai.org.uk elevate

Sadly, our RNLI Shop in Stornoway remains closed due to
government restrictions, but you can still shop with the RNLI safely
online – and in these difficult times, your support means more than
ever.
Log onto www.shop.rnli.org to shop now and safely at the online
RNLI store – and use the code STORNOWAY for free delivery!

T

Thanks from John J Maclennan

his thanks message followed the extraordinary success of a
public appeal for Stornoway RNLI and was supplied for the
July edition of EVENTS and omitted in error as a consequence
of the additional technical challenges introduced by remote
working on EVENTS staff. Our apologies for this omission.

The Promulgation of
Universal Peace
Baha’i teachings are vast in their scope, exploring
many themes such as the inherent nobility of the
human being…with references to universal peace
— “the supreme goal of all mankind” — as well as
explanations of the social principles with which this
peace is associated.
Among these principles are the independent search
after truth; the oneness of the entire human race,
which is the pivotal principle of the Bahá’í Faith; the
abolition of all forms of prejudice; the harmony which
must exist between religion and science; the equality
of men and women, the two wings on which the
bird of humankind is able to soar; the introduction
of compulsory education; the adoption of a universal
auxiliary language; the abolition of the extremes of
wealth and poverty; the institution of a world tribunal
for the adjudication of disputes between nations; and
the confirmation of justice as the ruling principle in
human affairs.
The Great Peace towards which people of goodwill
throughout the centuries have inclined their hearts, of
which seers and poets for countless generations have
expressed their vision, and for which from age to age
the sacred scriptures of mankind have constantly held
the promise, is now at long last within the reach of the
nations.
For the first time in history it is possible for everyone
to view the entire planet, with all its myriad diversified
peoples, in one perspective. World peace is not only
possible but inevitable.

SY RNLI Shop open online

I

have had ample opportunity in the last month to reflect
upon our Islands Community and the kindness and
extraordinary generosity of the people who make these
Islands such a special place in which to live.
The motto of Stornoway is “God’s Providence is Our
Inheritance”. Should proof of that continuing Providence and
Inheritance be necessary then surely it is to be found in the
outcome of this appeal on behalf of the RNLI Stornoway Branch
& Lifeboat.

Congratulations and Happy Birthday to young Stornoway RNLI
supporter Uisdean from Carishader who celebrated his 8th birthday
on July 14th by completing a sponsored 12km cycle around Uig
and raised over £1,500!

At a personal level I would not have dared think that the
response of the Community, family, neighbours and friends   – all
638 of you would have raised £19,510 for our Stornoway
Lifeboat. Whilst the bulk of support has undoubtedly come from
the local Islands Community, there has also been substantial
giving from throughout Scotland, the British Isles and as far away
as America. Substantial donations have also been made by most
of our own Lifeboat Crew Members and their families. The final
outcome is almost 40 times greater than I had hoped for when
launching this appeal.
I have been deeply moved by the kindness and generosity
of every single donor, and the amount of cash and cheques
delivered to our home and handed to me on the street, Round
the Creed, in Marvig Etc. (£3,541 from 82 such donors). I have
attempted to convey my thanks to each sponsor (637) via the
JustGiving Page or by private message or email.
I hold firmly to the belief that the credit for the success of this
appeal lies principally with YOU the donors who through your
generosity have raised this magnificent sum for our Stornoway
Lifeboat. Your support has provided great encouragement to all
of the Stornoway Lifeboat Team, especially the Coxswain& Crew
and Ladies Lifeboat Guild, and is all the more highly valued and
meaningful to us at a time when traditional fund raising methods
cannot be followed during this lockdown.

And big congratulations and well done also to Stornoway RNLI
fundraiser Jane, dog Ripley, and friend Jade who undertook a
marathon in aid of the local lifeboat.
Due to take part in Glasgow’s KiltWalk this year, when it was
cancelled, Jane and Co decided to take to the roads of Lewis instead
to complete the 24 miles walk – and ended up walking 26.8 miles
instead!

No Open Day, but you can still donate…
July would normally see Stornoway RNLI welcome all to our
annual Stornoway Lifeboat 5K and Open Day – but alas not this
year.

In addition, and very importantly, I should like to thank Fred
Silver of welovestornoway.com, Murdo Maclean of Hebrides
News, Isles FM and Smiler Macdonald of the Face Book
Page Stornoway Now & Then for their willingness to help in
the promotion of this fund raising initiative. Their input has
undoubtedly played a significant role in the successful outcome.
So as Chairman of the RNLI Stornoway Branch we offer a huge
and heartfelt thank you to each and every one of you from each
one of us at Stornoway Lifeboat Station.
Yours faithfully,
John “Booly”
John J Maclennan
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How novels drew
inspiration from
Harris visits
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By Katie Macleod

lisabeth Gifford fell in love with the Isle
of Harris after spotting a photo of a white
holiday cottage in a newspaper’s small ads
nearly 20 years ago. The Drinishader holiday
cottage – which the author and her family
reached on a track, pushing their luggage in
a wheelbarrow – was run by artists Willie
and Moira Fulton, and is now Ardbuidhe
Cottage Gallery.

£14.95

“We were totally smitten,” says Elisabeth,
who lives in Kingston upon Thames and has
been visiting the islands ever since. “There
was a culture on the cusp of changing, and
Willie had so many stories about Harris in the
Seventies, and people’s memories going back to
the war, and I felt I wanted to write something
to retain that… That was the magic that got us
all started.”
One result of those early visits was the
bestselling Secrets of the Sea House, Elisabeth’s
debut novel, published in 2013. Based on a
real letter to The Times in 1830 by a Scottish
clergyman reporting a mermaid sighting,
the story follows a couple who have recently
moved to Harris and find the bones of a child
underneath their house.
The Lost Lights of St Kilda, released on 5th
March this year, is also set in the Hebrides,
but told from the point of view of islanders
themselves. “The impetus for writing the book
was I’d always wanted to know what it was like
to live on St Kilda,” explains Elisabeth, who
started writing the book ten years ago. “I had
this picture of a man sitting in a very dark prison
cell, who’d lost his hope, and then the idea of St
Kilda, and the people he knew there and their
faith, giving him the hope to make this terrible
journey home again, so he can get back and
find the people that he loved there.”
The man in the prison cell is Fred Lawson, a
prisoner of war from the 51st Highland Division
who has been captured by the Germans at
Saint Valery. As he embarks on a dangerous
escape through France, he is sustained by the
memories of the summer he spent in St Kilda
in 1927, and the islander, Chrissie, who he
fell in love with. Switching between Fred‘s
journey through occupied France in 1940,
and Chrissie’s experiences of the last years of
St Kilda before the community was evacuated
in 1930, the novel is deeply atmospheric,
transporting readers to islands that have
captured imaginations for centuries.

of the last families in each cottage that I was
able to bring together for the first time after
researching the book. And I’m so glad that
people are interested to hear about the brave
men who got left behind in France. I think it
is important to remember their contribution to
the war.”
Elisabeth was due to return to Harris in June,
for a book reading at the Isle of Harris Distillery
in Tarbert. That has now been postponed
indefinitely, along with her London book
launch, due to the global pandemic. But in a
way, the replacement digital events bring her
writing story full circle. Willie Fulton – owner of
the holiday cottage that brought her to Harris,
and who she describes as “such an inspiration
for my writing” – filmed a reading from The Lost
Lights of St Kilda in Ardbuidhe Cottage Gallery,
which was shared on the Distillery social
media channels. Lorna Macaulay, who runs the
restaurant at the gallery, has also recorded a
digital reading; it was her father, historian John
Macaulay, whose work on seal people myths
originally inspired Secrets of the Sea House.
“I am loving how people tell me that reading
the book makes them feel like they are there on
the island, experiencing a now lost way of life,”
says Elisabeth of the reaction to The Lost Lights
of St Kilda. “The Hebrides has a strong, living
link with its Gaelic history, but things do change
constantly, and I feel proud that The Lost Lights
of St Kilda might be helping to preserve the
islands’ history in some way, which is exactly
what I hoped.”

Tha sgìre mhòr Nis air tighinn tro iomadh atharrachadh
am broinn cèis nan ceud bliadhna a tha gu bhith
dùinte. Le mar a bha an caochladh cho mòr chan eil
e furasta cuimhne a chumail air mar a chleachd an
t-àite a bhith. Agus tha e doirbh do chuideigin nach
robh ann an dealbh cothromach a dhèanamh air gnè
caitheamh-beatha nan daoine.

First published in 1997, these
digitally-restored images taken
by Dan Morrison depicts the
distinctive Hebridean crofting
way of life. This book will be
of interest not only to those
with Hebridean roots but to
all who value the strength of
rural communities, customs
and landscapes.
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The Times included The Lost Lights of St
Kilda in their list of best new historical fiction
this spring, describing it as a “fascinating
nugget of Scottish history” turned into a
“gorgeous, melancholy love story.” Readers
across the country have called it “evocative”
and “haunting,” while bestselling author Katie
Fforde praised it as “desperately romantic,
lyrically written and with a fascinating plot.”

oks

To capture the atmosphere of St Kilda on
the cusp of change, Elisabeth “read just about
everything” she could find on the islands,
spoke with Bill Lawson at the Seallam! Centre
in Northton and visited St Kilda on a research
trip with Sea Harris. “Historically, I tried to keep
it as accurate as possible, so that people could
know what it felt like to live there,” she explains.
Her research was so extensive, in fact, that
she was able to match the names and photos
of each of the last families to live on St Kilda
to their cottages on the island – something that
had never been done before. The information
is now being made into a tourist booklet by
the National Trust for Scotland, who own and
manage the World Heritage Site. “I’m proud of
the compilation of names and faces for each

Acair
An Tosgan
54 Seaforth Road
Stornoway
HS1 2SD

w w w. a c a i r b o o k s . c o m
VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW OUR FULL CATALOGUE

post-d: info@acairbooks.com
fòn: 01851 703020

Tha Acair a' faighinn taic bho Bhòrd na Gàidhlig
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For some women, when
that line turns pink it’s
wonderful news.

For others,
it’s not.
If you find yourself pregnant
and you don’t want to be,
you’re not alone.

No matter where you
live, you have options.
Women across the Western Isles can now access NHS
abortion care in confidence without a referral from
their GP. And in the first 12 weeks, most women can
access care remotely without having to travel.
If you’re pregnant and want to talk privately about
your options or book an appointment, call:

NHS Greater Glasgow and
Clyde on 0141 211 8620 or NHS
Highland on 01463 705 667.
bpas (the British Pregnancy Advisory Service) is a British charity (Registered Charity Number 289145) which provides pregnancy counselling, abortion care, contraception, STI testing, and
miscarriage management to 100,000 women every year, including women from Scotland who are unable to get the care they need at home. bpas also advocates for the rights of women to
decide whether, when, and how they have children. bpas is not affiliated with NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde or NHS Highland. Information correct as of July 2020.
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Focus on
Portugal's cuisine

Lisbon style pork Bifana

T

Humans have lived in Portugal since about
30,000 BC when the world was in the grip of the
Ice Age. The first Portuguese were hunters and
fishermen. During the Roman Empire, Portugal
was part of this major civilisation. Up until the
time that the kingdom of Portugal was established
in 1139, the Moors held sway. However, by the
14th century, Portugal had become a major
international power in what is known as the
Age of Exploration. Portuguese explorers such as
Vasco da Gama and Ferdinand Magellan helped
to turn Portugal into a vast, colonial Empire. By
the 1800’s Portuguese power was on the wane.
In 1932 Dr Antonio Salazar became prime
minister but ruled the country like a dictatorship.
He was followed in the same vein by Marcelo
Caetano until 1974 when a military coup called
“The Revolution of the Carnations” which
gradually introduced dramatic, democratic
reforms including granting independence to all
of Portugal’s African colonies.
Visitors to Portugal experience a wide cuisine
ranging from the traditional to sophisticated
modern recipes with fish and pork among
the ingredients used most frequently. Cod or

salt cod known as Bacalhau has been a staple
food, for rich and poor, in Portugal since the
fifteenth century when Portuguese fishermen
first ventured to the cod-rich fishery of the
Grand Banks of Newfoundland in Canada. The
Portuguese fishermen apparently borrowed the
salt based curing techniques for cod from the
Basque fishermen from Spain. Bacalhau became
so important in the Portuguese diet that there
are supposed to be 365 ways of preparing this
specialty dish, one for each day of the year.
One traditional favourite is called “Bacalhau a
bras” which consist of strips of salted cod with
eggs, potatoes, onions, garlic, olive oil and
chopped parsley. Sardines, grilled over charcoal,
are considered the top summer special food
in Portugal. It is said that wherever you go in
Portugal from June to August you cannot escape
the smell of freshly grilled sardines. The sardines
are served simply with boiled potatoes, rice or
salad and lashings of olive oil. In the centre of
Lisbon there is a huge shop which only sells
tinned sardines, tuna or mackerel in beautifully
coloured tins with artistic designs.
Pork is another Portuguese speciality and is
prepared and served in a variety of ways. Porco
Preto is a widely available cured ham which is
synonymous with traditional methods of curing.
The ham is produced from the same breed of
black pig which is used in Spain for the famous
and very expensive Jamon Iberico de Bellota. The
Portuguese black pigs come from the Alentejo
region and are fed on acorns to give the flesh
a distinctive flavour. Bifanas are the delicious,
traditional pork sandwiches which Portuguese of
all ages adore. Thinly sliced pork is grilled then
simmered in a rich paprika flavoured stock and
served in crunchy white bread with a soft centre
with sweet mustard or chilli. Another speciality
sandwich which is associated with Porto is the
Francesinhe or “calorie bomb sandwich” which
is filled with ham, sausage and thinly sliced steak
and served with melted cheese and a cooked egg

wine vinegar, 1 cup wine and bay leaf in a lidded
plastic container or large press seal plastic bag.
Mix well and add the pork slices and mix well
again.
Marinate in fridge overnight.
Heat two teaspoons of oil in a heavy fry pan over
a medium heat.
Remove pork from marinade, drain and fry in
batches for a minute or so each side until lightly
browned and set aside.

By John Dory
his month’s destination is a country which
is well known to British tourists for its
pleasant climate, exciting cuisine, wonderful
wines and the genuine hospitality of its
people. Of the 13 million people who visited
this country in 2018, almost 2 million came
from the UK with its popularity increasing
year on year until the current pandemic
poleaxed tourism right across the world.
Anyone who has been to this country should
instantly identify it by three of its most
popular dishes, chicken Piri-piri, sardines and
custard tarts. The country is Portugal, located
on the west side of the Iberian Peninsula
bordered by Spain but with a magnificent
coastline along the Atlantic coast.
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Don’t put too many slices in the pan at any one
time or they will not brown properly.
Add a little more oil to the pan each time you are
cooking a batch.
• 400g pork loin, sinew removed and cut into 3
mm slices.
• 3 cloves garlic crushed.
• Half teaspoon flaked salt.
• 2 tsps hot paprika.
• 2 tablespoons Piri-Piri sauce or Tabasco.
• Quarter cup white wine vinegar.
• 2 cups white wine.
• 1 bay leaf.
• 4 tablespoons olive oil.
• 2 brown onions, peeled and thinly sliced.
• 4 soft white rolls to serve.
• Sweet chilli or American mustard to serve.
Mix together the garlic, salt, 1 tsp paprika, 1
tablespoon Piri-Piri sauce or Tabasco, white
on top. It is accompanied by a thick tomato or
beer sauce. The poultry speciality in Portugal is
chicken Piri-Piri which is spatchcocked chicken,
roasted with this hot chilli Piri-Piri spice.
The Portuguese are also well known for their
love of desserts. The most famous is the ubiquitous
Pastel de Nata, a sweet and creamy egg custard
tart made with flour, butter, egg yolks, cinnamon
and lots of sugar. Everywhere you go in Portugal,
people eat these delicious tarts, morning, noon
and night. A lot of their desserts and pastries
were, supposedly, developed in convents and
monasteries. The garments worn by priests and
nuns in these establishments always had to be
immaculate and well starched. In those far-off
days, the best method of starching clothes was to
use egg whites which meant that there were huge
quantities of egg yolks available. Rather than
waste this precious product, the yolks were used
to make tarts and pastries filled with many other
things including almonds, cinnamon and other

When all the pork is cooked, deglaze the pan with
the the remaining cup of wine. Add the remaining
teaspoon of paprika and one tablespoon Piri-Piri
or Tabasco.
Bring to the boil and reduce to a coating
consistency, then return all the pork to the pan
for a further minute, stirring well to coat the
sauce.
In a separate pan, fry the onions in the remaining
olive oil till softened and caramelised.
Serve the pork in a soft roll with fried onions and
sweet mustard and sweet chilli.
Delicious with a chilled beer or glass of Vinho
Verde.

spices, lots of sugar and other rural ingredients.
When it comes to drink, it would need a whole
column to even touch on the types of drinks
which Portugal has given to the world. In 2018,
Portugal produced over 6 million hectolitres of
wine alone. This is the equivalent of a massive
wine lake when you consider that one hectolitre
is one hundred litres. In the Swinging Sixties
and beyond, Portugal’s most famous export was
probably Mateus Rosé wine but now Portugal is
world famous for all manner of wine from the
chunky red Dao to the light, summery Vinho
Verde. Porto is the international capital of port
production with the huge British influence in the
industry reflected to this day in the names of port
producers such as Croft, Taylor and Graham and
many others. There is also Madeira, the fortified
wine from the Portuguese island of that name and
the famous cherry based liqueur called Ginjinha
which is served in every little bar in Lisbon.

the linda norgrove foundation
GIVING SUPPORT, AVOIDING DEPENDENCE
T

medical students. To ensure a reliable internet
connection, we hired an internet café for the
mornings and paid for the travel of some of the
students who lived on the far side of the city. Will
and Ruth gave their time voluntarily; the total
cost to LNF was around £400.

he Linda Norgrove Foundation is a grant
giving charity which was set up following
the kidnapping by the Taliban in 2010 of
Linda Norgrove, an aid worker who died in
the rescue attempt. Based in Uig on the Isle
of Lewis, the Foundation funds small projects
in Afghanistan helping women and children
affected by the war in Afghanistan. So far
£1.5m has been transferred.
An unfortunate side-effect of sending financial
assistance to Afghans is that it can reinforce a
dependency culture, so we do try and give help
which requires little money whilst building the
self-reliance and confidence of the women.
Last summer we met Will Medd who was
holidaying with his wife in Uig. Will is a life
coach specialising in advising PhD students how
to manage the testing business of undertaking
their own research. After hearing about the

Student feedback was very gratifying. Here’s
typical feedback from a medical student:
“I am really happy and glad to have the
chance to take part in such an incredible class.
The content of this life coaching class was really
helpful and helped me a lot to overcome my
problems.
LNF scholarship programme, he offered to tutor
online life coaching classes for our students in
Kabul.
For six Mondays this spring, together with his
colleague Ruth Dunn, Will ran a programme of
one-to-one 30-minute coaching sessions for 10

“Will, who I found really kind and smart, was
my coach and motivated me to work hard and get
through the right paths for success. Additionally,
life coaching sessions and the amazing coach I
had inspired me and prepared me for the second
semester of medicine.

“One important thing I learned from this
class is to work hard and set small goals daily to
achieve your long-term goals in the future.
“I really appreciate your hard work helping us.”
LNF WildSwim challenge
This September we’re promoting a virtual
WildSwim challenge whereby hardy swimmers
can undertake their own swim at any time in
any loch, river or the sea over 1, 3, 5, or 10
kilometres. They can raise funds for women and
children in Afghanistan at the same time and
then receive a cloth challenge badge for their
robe or swimwear.
LNF Bhaltos 10k
We’re still hoping to run our annual 10k
run/walk this year on Saturday 3rd October
but it will depend on COVID guidelines at the
time so do keep an eye on our website www.
lindanorgrovefoundation.org
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AUGUST AT
AN LANNTAIR

The time is coming –
An Lanntair reopens
to visitors on Monday
August 17 – Yippee!
“W
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The Sketchbook Project Exhibition has been created by Islanders in isolation (a
Grinneas #2 if you like), as An Lanntair posted sketchbooks and daily creative challenges to people
to complete during Lockdown. Now returned to An Lanntair, the exhibition will see around 100
sketchbooks and over 3,000 scanned images on display.

e have been chomping at the bit to get going and the whole team is incredibly excited
to welcome our community and visitors back to An Lanntair,” said Chief Executive Elly

Fletcher.

The first step in a phased re-opening, following government guidance and Covid-safe procedures,
sees the arts centre’s ground floor – shop and main gallery – open; welcoming visitors to enjoy the brand
new An Lanntair Sketchbook Project Exhibition. Refreshments and lite-bites will also be available via an
outside catering pod. Opening hours in phase one will be 10am-5pm, Monday to Saturday.

LEABHRAICHEAN-SGEIDSE
BHON GHLASADH-SLUAIGH
LOCKDOWN SKETCHBOOKS

In light of Full Circle face-to-face outreach activities being put on hold recently, our fantastic Arts
Workers have created the Full Circle ‘Merry-Go-Round’ booklet – designed to appeal
to a broad range of ages, with colourful illustrations throughout, it delivers a large variety of musical
activities and songs, together with themed poems and suggested story books for further inspiration.
Merry-Go-Round is free to download from An Lanntair’s website – www.lanntair.com – where you
can also find to complement the booklet, recordings of the songs made by Full Circle Workers Heather
Moger and Christine Richings for all to sing along to.
A hard-copy will also be sent to all families who have previously attended Full Circle activities –
please contact Arts Worker Heather on heather@lanntair.com with your name and postal address to
ensure you receive yours.

M ON 17 AU G - 1 7 O C T
Imaginative artwork and books created by
participants of the Lockdown Sketchbook
Project who responded to 30 creative
challenges over 30 days

T 01851 708 480

E info@lanntair.com

www.lanntair.com

And don’t forget to check out the exciting online relaunch of the Between

Islands Project!

An initiative that sees musicians and creatives, and arts and heritage organisations on the Western Isles,
Orkney, and Shetland collaborate, the LEADER funded project will now present, in conjunction with
UHI, guest lectures online, as well as workshops, and virtual presentations of museum exhibitions from
Stornoway, Kirkwall, and Lerwick.
A series of online short films as part of the museum displays will be released weekly online, and live music
events will be replaced with a CD recording of new work by the original line-up of participating artists.

06/08/20 - 02/09/20
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Arts centre takes
inter-island event on-line

INSPIRATION UNDER
LOCKDOWN

Lewis film-maker Zoe Macinnes and singer Isobel Ann Martin - one of the host of interesting Island creatives
filmed for the project.

A

nother example of on-line ingenuity in
the face of the pandemic emergency
lockdown has come to the rescue of a major
arts project across a series of Scotland's
Islands.
The Between Islands Project found itself
in a position where this summer’s planned
programme of activities had to be cancelled
due to the covid virus and ensuing lockdown
situation.
Originated by An Lanntair arts centre,
and funded through the LEADER 2014-2020
regional cooperation scheme, the project had
been working with a range of arts and heritage
organisations from throughout the Western and
Northern Isles in the creation of a collaborative
series of events.
Musical performances were planned for
both Shetland Folk Festival and HebCelt in
Lewis, with workshops, lectures and museum
exhibition launches planned throughout the
summer and on each island group.
Now, and with an extended completion date
of December granted by LEADER, the project
has been revived, and still promises to deliver
on these original initiatives mostly through
utilising online resources.
Project coordinator Alex Macdonald
explains: “As the project involved a series
of live events initially we were at a loss as to
how it could be saved. Also, a lot of the work
was already underway so it was extremely
disappointing to think it would never be seen.
“In particular the folk festival live events and
exhibitions in Lerwick, Kirkwall and Stornoway
appeared unlikely within the original funding
timeframe, so I am delighted we have been able
to regroup and collectively find some workable
solutions.”
Lectures in conjunction with UHI will now

be placed online, as will workshops and the
exhibitions themselves, which are to be created
as virtual presentations. Likewise short films due
to be screened as part of the museum displays
will be released weekly as an online series, and
the live musical events will be replaced with a
CD recording of new work by the original lineup of participating artists.    
Alex continued, “Ultimately placing these
activities online can present its own challenges
but a positive outcome will be that there is both
a tangible legacy to the project and of course
that these resources can potentially be accessed
by a much wider audience. To that end
there will be a website and Youtube channel
launched shortly to work in conjunction with
our existing information channels, and I am
very grateful to our funders and participants
for their determination in ensuring the project
could continue.”
Professor Frank Rennie of Lews Castle
UHI said, "In a strange way, the constraints
of lockdown have encouraged us to think
innovatively about education and public
engagement, so it is with pleasure that we
are pursuing this initiative in the online
environment. Hopefully, it will allow a great
many more people to view the lectures than a
face-to-face audience would allow, and in due
course, we can follow-up the talks with Q&A
sessions and other events."
Matt Bruce, Vice-Chair of the Outer Hebrides
LEADER Local Action Group added ‘A number
of enterprises had to fundamentally rethink
how they would deliver their projects following
the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions and the
LAG are delighted with how Between Islands
has incorporated innovative methods to
achieve their goals and reach existing and new
audiences and allow them to be immersed in
the culture and heritage of the Outer Hebrides,
Orkney and Shetland.’

A

s Scotland slowly begins to approach a
new normal after the Covid-19 lockdown,
Shawbost artist DK Macleod has been busy
creating, despite the challenges.

DK has had exposure to new buyers, built his
following and as part of the pledge has picked up
some new art for his own walls, supporting fellow
artists in the process.

On a practical level, it has been difficult to
source materials as art supply stores have been
hit by lockdown and of course galleries have
been shut. DK initially expected the lockdown
period to be one of few sales and a chance to use
available time to paint new work to send away to
galleries when they reopened, and to add more
artwork to his growing website.

DK is now sending work away to galleries as
they begin the process of reopening. “I’m most
delighted about starting to see life return to a new
kind of normal. My daughter can go and hug my
parents again after changes to lockdown and I’m
going to be able to restock my art materials and
get painting – the world here on Lewis is slowly
beginning to come back to life!”

What he didn’t expect was the positive and
important influence of the art community on
his own experience. The Artist Support Pledge
was created in March 2020 by English artist
Matthew Burrow who wanted to find a way to
support artists in a time of massive economic
downturn. Using Instagram to highlight and sell
their art, at no more than £200 per piece, each
artist pledges to purchase the artwork of a fellow
artist once they hit £1,000 of sales. The virtuous
circle of buying beautiful art not only helps give
artists a platform to new buyers on the hashtag
#artistsupportpledge, but also helps them support
each other and keep income flowing for creatives
and artists around the world.

Born and bred on the Westside of Lewis, DK
works from his studio in Shawbost and displays
his work at local and national galleries.

DK explains how he got into the Pledge,
“I started seeing the #artistsupportpledge on
Instagram in April and spoke to an artist friend
who was taking part. She said the scheme was
giving her a real boost and she was seeing sales
coming in. To me it seemed like something where
I might just sell a couple and then it would fade
away into nothing, but I’ve sold over 25 paintings
to buyers from as far away as New York and North
Carolina!”

DK studied Art and Design at the University of
the Highlands and Islands, North Uist campus in
2004 but since completing the course, has been
largely self-taught. He has spent the subsequent
years developing his style which has led to a slow
evolution as experimental brush work has given
way to a more assured understanding of his tools
and process.
DK’s subject is predominantly the land, sky and
cloudscapes on his native Scottish islands, and he
paints in acrylic and oil to create shape, texture
and light. DK spends most weekends at the beach,
photographing, sketching and capturing ideas to
develop back in the studio. Beaches and bays are
a particular inspiration and in plenty across the
Western Isles.
Working from a converted garage on his croft,
DK has created a dedicated space for painting
and hanging his work. Visits can be arranged by
appointment. Visit https://www.dkmacleod.co.uk/
for more information.

Night-time curfew for Bernera
R

esidents of Great Bernera will effectively be under curfew as Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
begins essential maintenance work on Bernera bridge.

The bridge is to be closed at 8pm and reopened at 7am over five consecutive nights between
Monday 10 August and Friday 14 August.
A temporary road closure notice issued by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar last on Friday 31 July said
that the closure is for invasive works which are required as part of the authority’s maintenance and
inspection programme.
The notice said: “The bridge shall be closed to traffic between these hours, with allowance made
only for emergency vehicles passing through.”
The effect will be that residents of the Tir Mhor will have to be back on their island by 8pm every
evening or make arrangements for staying out all night.
One resident commented on social media that the timetable would make it impossible for workers
coming home from late shifts or leaving the island early for work in town.
Bernera bridge opened on 22 July 1953, when it was considered to be the means of maintaining a
‘young, active and happy population on the island for many years to come’.
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LOTTERY CELEBRATES
THIRD BIRTHDAY HAVING
RAISED £250,000 FOR ISLAND
COMMUNITIES
These are part of a series of
celebratory articles about the
Western Isles Lifestyle Lottery being
published in EVENTS newspaper
and on welovestornoway.com. There
will be more in
September’s EVENTS.

T

here are big celebrations taking place in
the Western Isles Lifestyle Lottery Team
camp this month (August) as they cruise
past the huge milestone of raising more than
£250,000 for local communities across the
Western Isles.
This is no small feat for the team of five,
considering the local lottery was launched
just three years ago in August 2017. Its aim
was specifically to raise much needed funds to
improve the aesthetics and amenities within
communities as well as to provide and support
public events. The total figure of £251,696 is
compiled of the distribution of £170,977 for
community projects with £80,719 being shared
out in weekly cash prizes to many happy winners.
Numerous locals have now won individual prizes
over £1,000 each.
Janet Paterson and her husband, Cally, founders
of the lottery, intended the main purpose of
raising income being to fund both the Christmas
lights displays and the summer planting projects
around the town of Stornoway. However, they
decided to include all Westerns Isles islands so
every area could benefit.
Janet said: “We are delighted to have achieved
our goal, and so much more, over such a short
period of time. The project grew from the seed
of an idea to replace the depleting community
funding.

in, the higher we can raise the weekly prize pot!”
Emma Fraser said: “There has been a lot of hard
work going on over the last three years but there
have been many highlights to show for everyone’s
efforts. We teamed up with Stornoway Amenity
Trust to finance and organise the Festive Light
displays in the town over the last three years
and have helped upgrade the Switch-on events.
The delighted faces on the children at the Peat &
Diesel gig in the Nicolson last November made
all the hard work worthwhile.”
There have been numerous and innovative
projects carried out across the Isles. As well as
supporting local groups’ events, in September
2018 the Lottery Team brought Disney Day to
Town which proved to be a resounding success
and benefitted businesses by bringing large
crowds into Stornoway town centre. A ‘MultiNational Day’ had been planned for this month,
on an even larger scale than Disney Day, to
bring all residents together to showcase the
best of their own country with international
acts from the mainland lined up to provide
bespoke entertainment. Unfortunately, current
circumstances put paid to these plans – but the
event will go ahead in the future.
Shona MacLeod of the Lottery Team said: “The
joy of being part of this team is seeing the funds
being put to such good use throughout all the
areas. Lots of improvements have been made
and a variety of equipment purchased to provide
amenities for all ages. When you look at the lists
of awards to date, you can see just how beneficial
the Lottery has been.
“Working alongside the Stornoway Amenity
Trust has been valuable in identifying where funds
can be best used to give positive impact and these
ideas have been shared with other communities.

Tony Robson continues to chair the Team and
said that: “The Western Isles Lottery continues to
make an impact on community projects from the
Port of Ness to Castlebay.
“The islands need positive things in these times
and the local lottery is here to do its bit! We would
not have been successful in the establishment of
the lottery without the vital initial support from
local businesses and individual supporters joining
in to support their communities. We send our
sincere thanks to each and every one who has
played their part.”
WILL is on track to raise over £75,000 for

“The possibility of the initial plan was
researched and, once we became aware of its
potential, we approached Tony Robson to join us
in the venture. We began the setting up of The
Western Isles Community Society to facilitate the
lottery with Tony as Chairman of the not-for-profit
organisation. Emma Fraser was our next recruit
who became Secretary and was quickly followed
by Shona MacLeod who is our Treasurer.
“The functioning of a lottery is complex with
multiple legal and financial aspects to it. We
had to be confident of having a professional setup with secure banking systems in place so we
sourced, and partnered with, Gatherwell Ltd, an
External Lottery Management company who have
extensive expertise in all areas.
“Without their guidance and ongoing support,
the Western Isles Lottery could not exist and we
have gone from strength to strength by having
them work alongside us.
Janet continued: “We were clear in our view
that each area should receive proportionate
funding so we devised a postcode system
whereby the proceeds of every ticket purchased
would return to the Supporter’s own community.
“With a community group identified in each
area to manage the local funds, we were on our
way. Proceeds are paid directly into each Area’s
bank account at the start of each month. There are
currently around 2,600 weekly ticket supporters
and this level is steadily rising. The more that join

Ness Historical Society

community projects during its fourth year. To
join in and help increase this amount, you can
log into www.westernisleslottery.co.uk OR phone
their dedicated helpline on 0300 30 20 444 (local
rates apply).
Three cash prizes currently totalling over £600
are won each Saturday night at 8pm. In addition,
the 1st prize is raised to £1,000 once per month.
All updates are posted on the WILL Facebook page
and their website is live in “real-time” showing all
ticket purchases and funds being raised.
Janet Paterson said: “Our moto is ringing true…
Where there’s a WILL, there’s a way.”
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WILL spotlight on Ness & Westside
T

his area covers the boundaries from
Carloway to the Port of Ness and the
Committee of the Westside Football &
Recreational Club have managed the funds
from the outset.
As in all other areas, the locals in the
community are best placed to identify where
there is a need and distribute the funds to those
who have applied and meet the criteria.
A total of £16,235 has so far been raised for
the area and the following awards have already
been distributed:

•	
Westside Agricultural Show received a
grant of £2,128.80 for the purchase of a
large gazebo and the necessary landscaping
works to site it;
•	Balantrushal Community Council received
£1,930.20 to upgrade the site of the Clach
An Truiseal tourist attraction;
•	Westside Football Club received £1,830.60
to purchase mobile goal posts for use
throughout the community;

• Eoropie Playpark received £1,615.80;

•	
Comunn
Eachdraidh
Nis
received
£2,093.30 to provide disabled parking and
signage to complete their new building;

•	Carloway Community Centre purchased a
Gazebo and BBQ equipment for community
use with a grant of £1,347.00;

• T
he delighted youngsters of Taigh
Dhonnchaidh in Ness received £800.00 to
purchase new musical equipment; and

•	
Alzheimers Scotland received £750.00
to provide additional resources in the
Westside area.
•	
Current funding will be utilised by
Shawbost Community Association who
are planning to provide 3 picnic sites, one
each in Shawbost, Bragar and Dalmore
communities for locals and visitors.
•	A further application to purchase outdoor
play equipment for children with additional
support needs in the area has also been
accepted.
The Lottery Team express their sincere thanks
to Local Councillor John MacLeod, known
locally as Corrags, who has been the eyes and
ears within the community to help identify

Carloway.

Naidheachdan

● Limiting the number of visitors allowed in
the building at one time.
● Introducing a one way system throughout
the building. Staff will be on hand to help you
follow this system.
● Encouraging you to pay using card.
● Cleaning all touch points throughout the
building regularly.

Corrags said: “it has been really amazing how
worthwhile the local lottery has been for every
community and it has been a pleasure to have
been able to access funding from the lottery
when no other options have been available. It’s
also quite amazing how the sums have added up
from those supporters who have joined in with
from as little as £1 per week to help their own
community. The benefit of winning prizes for
their efforts is, of course, a bonus! As it stands
the Ness and Westside Area is on target to receive
much more funds during the coming year and
I encourage as many as possible to consider
joining in. We all need a boost in these uncertain
times”

Westside Agricultural Show.

News from Comunn Eachdraidh Nis

We are open again and we look forward to welcoming you back soon

We are delighted to share that we re-opened on
Monday 3rd August. Our opening times will
now be Monday to Saturday, midday to 4pm.
Keeping our staff and visitors safe is our top
priority so we have made some important
changes you need to know about before visiting
us again.
We are:

suitable projects and help assist projects receive
the funding.

On entry, you will be met by a staff member and
asked to give your name and contact details so
as to adhere to the Scottish Governments Test
and Trace guidelines. You will also be asked to
sanitise your hands and wear a face covering
while visiting us (except when you eat in the
cafe obviously). Staff will advise you on how
to move safely.
We have limited the seating in our cafe and the
menu is written on blackboards on the wall.
Please wait to be seated and and a staff member
will come to the table to take your order. A
protective screen has been installed at the cafe
till to protect staff and customers and we ask
you to pay by card during your visit. Please
exit out of the fire escape door in the cafe. The
till, card machine, all tables and chairs will be
sanitised regularly throughout the day.

Our museum is operating a one way system.
Please adhere to social distancing rules. We ask
that you exit the museum and gallery from the
rear doors of the gallery. Staff will help guide
you.
A protective screen has been fitted at the shop
counter to ensure the safety of our staff and
customers. We are limiting customer numbers
to two at a time. Please adhere to social
distancing rules while in our shop. The counter,
till and card machine will be sanitised after
each customer.

New exhibition at CEN

‘Nobody’s Home’
by John Maher
Now exhibiting
at Comunn Eachdraidh Nis

Check out our social media channels for walk
throughs of our new one way system and for up
to date information. We greatly appreciate your
co-operation during these challenging times.
Tapadh leibh.

Comunn Eachdraidh Nis, Sgoil Chrois, North Dell, HS2 0SN T: (01851) 810 377 E: office@cenonline.org (now open Monday to Saturday)
Nis Aosmhor available in our gift shop
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‘WORTHLESS’ WOOL CRISIS
HITS CROFTERS
A

By Annie Delin

massive drop in the value of wool has left Western Isles
crofters doubting the point of even sending their fleeces
to the market.
And the national marketing organisation charged with getting
British wool into worldwide markets says crofters are not alone in
thinking that one of the products of keeping sheep is being treated
as virtually worthless.
British Wool had already warned producers of a massively
reduced price for wool this season in a media release on 5 June. The
statement said: “We have had to place a value on this unsold stock
which is at a significant discount to the last prices sold. The average
price paid to producers for the 2019/20 clip will be 32p/kg.” In 2018
the average price offered was 60p per kilo.
The crash has come because the global market for wool dipped
during the pandemic between February and May, despite the fact
that auctions continued online.
British Wool were left with nine million kilograms unsold out
of the 27-million kgs from the 2019/20 clip. Demand is only now
starting to return as producers of woollen goods re-start production.
With shearing now coming to an end across the islands, crofters
have begun taking bags of this year’s raw fleece to the collection
points – at Hebrides Haulage on Rigs Road in Stornoway and A
Macdonald and Son in Lochmaddy, North Uist.
From there wool is taken to British Wool’s Evanton grading depot
in Ross-shire where it is sorted and graded into over 100 different
grades, depending on the fineness, lustre and fibre length. Prices paid
for the wool depend on these factors – this year varying between 15p
a kilo for some mountain wools and 70p a kilo for fine white wool.
Laura Johnson of British Wool said: “The British Wool Evanton
depot receives wool from 467 wool producers in Lewis and Harris,
equating to 66,343 kilos of wool, and 212 producers from North and
South Uist, equating to 33,496 kilos.

C rofter Donald ‘Sweeny’ Macsween with some of his flock at the beginning of lockdown

“When producers deliver the wool they would usually get an
advance based on what the market is looking like, which in normal
times would be about 20% of the value. The balance is paid to the
crofter the following year when they deliver new fleeces, after we
have had 12 months to take the product to auctions which sell it into
worldwide markets.”

crofters wondering whether their small-scale production even makes
it worth taking the wool to market.

But the usual system of advance payments has been suspended,
according to British Wool’s June statement, which said: “We will not
be making an advance against 2020/21 clip wool and instead will
make full payment for 2020/21 clips from May 2021 onwards once
we have sold the clip and have valuation certainty.”

Another crofter said: “It’s so disheartening. Last year we got £80,
this year £17. It’s not worth the hassle or the diesel of transporting
it to depot.”

The double shock of low prices and no down-payment has left

South Lochs crofter John Murdo Matheson said: “When you take
the wool you get a down payment, followed by the balance the
following year. The way things are looking this year we are going to
be getting hee-haw.”

But British Wool is asking producers to stick with them and wait
for the markets to recover.
They said: “We are asking producers to support us through this

very difficult season by bringing their wool in to us so that we can
preserve the volume use of British wool downstream, further develop
our new British wool rich product ranges and emerge from the
Covid-19 slump ready to exploit a strengthening market.
“Without the consolidation of wool into commercial volumes
through British Wool and our continuing to market it more and
more effectively, the prospect will be for lower prices indefinitely.
Producers marketing their wool through British Wool, their
organisation, represents the only realistic prospect of improved
prices on a national scale in the medium and long term.”
Their long-term view is supported by Ness crofter Donald ‘Sweeny’
MacSween, who said: “It’s not all about the short-term – this year is
an anomaly because of Covid and it’s not British Wool’s fault. If the
market isn’t there things aren’t going to change. Consumers are going
to have to take action as well. It’s people’s combined responsibility to
start buying wool products and guarantee long-term sustainability.”
British Wool launched a petition on 23 July, asking the UK
Government to make the use of British Wool mandatory in all
government-funded home insulation schemes and for insulation and
carpeting in publicly-financed building projects.
Island crofters are also showing resource about the use of
otherwise valueless sheep’s wool. One Stornoway crofter said: “I
used my wool this year as insulation for the stable. Not worth the
effort of bagging at that money. I left it in the rain for a couple of
days, hung it to dry and then trimmed the dirty bits off before stuffing
it into the cavity in the stable.”

Ready for shearing two weeks ago

The Stornoway Abattoir
The Stornoway Abattoir opened
for the 2020 season on
Monday 3rd August 2020.
Bookings can now be made by
calling the Abattoir on 01851 70 6733
Email: abattoir@cne-siar.gov.uk
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SAC Agricultural & Conservation Consultants combine local knowledge with
extensive experience and are supported by our team of renowned specialists.
We can assist crofters with business advice on a range of topics to improve profitability

Contact your local SAC office: 01851 703103

Leading the way in Agriculture and Rural Research, Education and Consulting
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Crofting
Services

Scottish Crofting Federation

We do not want to
be walked over
T

By Patrick Krause

he UK government has recklessly declined
the opportunity to extend the transition
period and we now face leaving the EU with
no deal or deals struck in desperation – not a
negotiating position that inspires confidence.
And the impact of the pandemic has left our
economy in a very fragile state to cope with a new
trading regime foisted upon us by a centralised
government.
The Scottish Cabinet Secretary for the
Constitution, Europe and External Affairs, Michael
Russell MSP, had to write to Michael Gove MP,
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, outlining
grave concerns regarding Mr Gove’s intention
to enshrine in law the concept of ‘UK internal
market’, which would in effect, take away some of
Scotland’s devolved powers. The gist of it is for an
unelected body to be formed that would scrutinise
legislation put before the Scottish Parliament and
could halt it if it deemed the legislation would
impact on the ‘UK internal market’. This has
potential for dire consequences in all fields, but
our concern is food.

it is prepared to lower food standards should trade
negotiations require it. Think USA, amongst other
countries that we may trade with, that do not have
the high standards we embraced being part of the
EU. Indeed, UK has been a leader in developing
high standards in food quality and traceability,
environment and animal welfare, standards that
Scotland as a devolved nation has exemplified.
As the end of the transition to being fully out of
the EU approaches, Scotland’s high standards are
something that we can trade on, both globally and
within the UK market. If, however, this ‘police’
body deems Scottish high standards not compliant
with lower standards adopted by the UK
government, we could see our food, environment
and animal welfare standards having to fall. Rather
be it that Scotland maintains its devolved powers
to enhance standards, to keep what we feel proud
of for ourselves and that we can sell on and attract
visitors for.

Join the SCF

Continuing the theme of being walked over,
what is going on with people suddenly deciding to
walk over croft (and farm) land and leaving havoc
in their wake?

they were there. They are welcome.
But there is now a new breed of tourist, taking
what they believe to be their ‘right to roam’ but
certainly not taking responsible access. There are
unfortunately many instances being reported of
people approaching livestock, uncontrolled dogs
bothering livestock, the waste of picnics and
barbeques that has been carried in being left for
others to clear up, of fences being wrecked by
people clambering over them rather than going
through a gate further along, even drystane dykes
being dismantled.
And what makes this completely unacceptable
is threatening behaviour when being asked to
desist. This seems to be escalating now that
restrictions are being lifted. Perhaps it is people
taking ‘staycations’ who would usually be heading
abroad for a sunshine holiday this time of year,
and who are discovering the beauty of Scotland’s
countryside but do not know how to behave in it.
Visitors are very welcome but please take care
of what we cherish.

Livestock
sale dates
confirmed

B

By Annie Delin

ooking opened on Monday 3 August for
the first two livestock sales of the Lewis
and Harris auction season.

Dates have been confirmed for the auction
mart in Steinish.
Sales of lambs are set for Wednesday 26
August and Wednesday 9 September.
There had been some concern over whether
auctions could continue at all at the island
marts in 2020, with stringent restrictions
on hygiene and social distancing set for all
livestock auctions.
But Dingwall and Highland Marts, who
operate the markets in Stornoway, confirmed
late in July that they could come to the islands
to auction the large number of island lambs
and ewes which will be ready for market this
summer.
A third sale is to be held early in October, on
a date yet to be confirmed.
A Lewis and Harris auction mart director
said that booking for the 26 August sale was
now open, by phone to any of the directors,
or online at https://lewisandharrisauctionmart.
co.uk/index.html

Membership of the Scottish
Of course, there Crofting
have always been hillwalkers
who take responsible access, as is their right, who
through croft land leaving
Federation is anpassinvestment
in no evidence that
the future of crofting.

Join the SCF

UK government has made it clear, by not taking
forward an amendment to the Agriculture Bill, that
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TWEED’S CONNECTIONS IN THE
MODERN WORLD
Ceangal is the Gaelic word for Connection - and that is what this series of essays by Brian Wilson is about. Each deals with a connection that ties Harris
Tweed Hebrides into history, communities, families, culture, clients, markets, events .... everything that has contributed to the evolution of a unique
industry. These were written for the Harris Tweed Hebrides social media and we are delighted to share them with EVENTS readers.

Luskentyre… a crucial village in
Harris Tweed revival

his brief proprietorship in the early 1920s). Donald
John’s father was a weaver and their neighbours
still worked the old wooden handlooms, dyeing
and spinning wool from their own sheep.
After the family inherited a family croft in
Luskentyre, Donald John started weaving for the
Stornoway mills in 1970. There were ups and
downs in the industry but by the late 1980s it
was at a low ebb with little work for the weavers.
Donald John was newly married and looked for a
more secure future.
There were council grants for new businesses so
he and Maureen formed Luskentyre Harris Tweed
to weave and market their own fabric. Rather
oddly, the grant was conditional on him having
experience in weaving tartans but this soon turned
out to be an advantage.

L

uskentyre – in Gaelic, Losgaintir – is a
village of ten crofts in Harris with name
recognition disproportionate to its size. This
is for two reasons: natural beauty and Harris
Tweed.
These combined to provide some of the most
memorable images in Ian Lawson’s epic book,
‘From the Land Comes the Cloth’, in which
landscape and fabric are “matched” to stunning
effect. The work was commissioned by the Harris
Tweed Authority and Prince Charles provided a
foreword.
Ian’s first awareness of Luskentyre came through
a postage stamp. In 2002, the Royal Mail issued a
series called Coastal Britain and one of these, an
aerial shot of Luskentyre’s semi-submerged beach,
became a philatelic best-seller.
From his first visit to the Hebrides, Ian would

take the narrow turning into Luskentyre but a
few years passed before he became aware of the
township’s most famous resident, Donald John
Mackay, also known as Luskentyre Harris Tweed.
As their friendship developed, Luskentyre’s
place in ‘From the Land Comes the Cloth’ was
assured. While most photographers’ attention
focused on the awesome beach and views across
to Taransay and the North Harris hills, Ian’s interest
was increasingly attracted to the greys and rusts of
the surrounding landscape.
Wherever one looked – to land or sea - nature
had provided a palette of colours to inspire and
“match” the designs which emerged from the
weavers’ Harris Tweed looms.
Donald John Mackay grew up in Leverburgh,
in south Harris. (Its real name is An t-Ob but in
an audacious act of self-aggrandisement, Lord
Leverhulme renamed it in his own honour during

At that time, there was an enterprising Australian
lady resident on Skye who came up with the idea
of an Isle of Skye Tartan. It proved a commercial
success and she turned to Donald John for a Harris
Tweed version. As the orders rolled in, a Loch Ness
Tartan Harris Tweed followed. It was boom-time!
Donald John had become a face of Harris
Tweed in various TV programmes and articles but
that celebrity status multiplied in the wake of the
famous “Nike order” in 2003. At that time, the
mills were on a three-day week and good news
was hard to come by.
The first e-mail from Nike asked for two metres
of their own fabric design to be sent to Oregon,
along with other samples of Donald John’s work.
They came back to say they had ditched their
own design and wanted to go with one of his.
Gradually, the two metre orders increased till,
one fine day, an order for 9500 metres arrived in
Luskentyre.

Nike had developed a range of retro trainers and
Harris Tweed fitted the bill perfectly. Far too much
to handle himself, Donald John passed the order
on to Shawbost mill to provide a much-needed
boost. It also took Harris Tweed into the footwear
sector and further orders from Nike, Clark’s and
other brands followed.
Like other independent weavers producing
single-width tweed, Donald John has continued
to have a reliance on Shawbost Mill, particularly
for yarn supply and finishing. “If it had not been
for Harris Tweed Hebrides coming into existence
in 2007,” he says firmly, “ I would have been out
of business”.
Luskentyre’s beach continues to be named
by TripAdvisor, National Geographic and other
influencers as one of the world’s finest, attracting
the pluses and minuses of such celebrity. The
croft houses are now intermingled with architectdesigned holiday homes and self-catering
businesses – but only one weaving shed!
It’s always worth remembering that there
would be nobody here at all if it was not for the
struggles of past generations. Like much of Harris,
Luskentyre was emptied of people in the 19th
century to make way for sheep and deer forests.
Many ended up in Australia; the others scattered
throughout the island.
It was only after the First World War that the land
was broken up into crofts, in the face of threats by
returning ex-servicemen to raid Luskentyre and
neighbouring farms if they were not given access
to the empty land.
That is why there is a living community in
Luskentyre today. It is not only the land and the
cloth which are inseparable - for there are neither
without people.
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Courting controversy…
how Harris Tweed
defied imitation
H

arris Tweed always punches above its
weight. For example, what other fabric
has created landmark court cases, quoted in
legal textbooks around the world?

Who would expect that the fundamental
principle of working people having the right to
withhold their labour is enshrined in a ruling by
the House of Lords, handed down in 1942 with
war at its height and Harris Tweed at the centre
of the case?
In the celebrated words of Lord Wright, one of
five Law Lords to hear the case: “Where the rights
of labour are concerned, the rights of the employer
are conditioned by the rights of the men to give or
withhold their services. The right of workmen to
strike is an essential element in the principle of
collective bargaining”.
The same ruling effectively licensed secondary
action by trade unions, until Mrs Thatcher thought
otherwise. The words of Lord Simon, the Lord
Chancellor, are still quoted in defence of the
principle that action based on a shared interest
need not amount to a conspiracy if the motivation
was good.
So what case gave Harris Tweed this mighty
place in the legal firmament? Its title was Crofter
Hand Woven Harris Tweed Co v Veitch and
Mackenzie - officials of the Transport and General
Workers Union which had membership among
Harris Tweed millworkers, weavers and Stornoway
dockers.
Controversy raged in the 1930s over Importation
of mainland yarn to produce “unstamped” Harris
Tweed. Believing this to be greatly against the
interests of island mills and the union’s members,
the TGWU called on dockers to “black” the
imported yarn, leading to court action by its
aggrieved producers.
The embargo lasted only weeks but the legal
aftermath went on for years, funded by mainland
interests which, having lost in the Scottish Courts,
appealed all the way to the House of Lords. It
is an indication of their determination to break
the Harris Tweed definition which confined
production to the Outer Hebrides
The first recorded court case had been in
London in 1906 when one, Henry Lyons, was
convicted of selling a “Harris Tweed” suit made
from fabric produced entirely in Huddersfield. The
case was raised by the Scottish Home Industries
Association, a charitable body which realised
even then that the precious identity of the island
industry was threatened.
For decades thereafter, Harris Tweed’s defences
rested on shaky legal ground. This was confirmed
during exchanges in the House Commons in
1958 when the MP for the Western Isles, Malcolm
MacMillan, called for greater protection on
grounds that “there are obvious signs of pirating

A workplace with
an all-round view

and competition by imitations everywhere from
Galashiels to Japan”.
The President of the Board of Trade, Sir David
Eccles, then provoked Hebridean fury by likening
Harris Tweed to “Bath buns … not all made in the
place to which the name refers”. This renewed
uncertainty led to a flurry of legal cases, in which
the producers of Orb-stamped Harris Tweed
needed to defend the integrity of the name and
the trade mark.
All of this led, in 1964, to the most celebrated
Court ruling in the industry’s history – celebrated
at least in the islands, since it came close to
laying the matter to rest. This was “Lord Hunter’s
Judgment” which continues to hold iconic status
within the Harris Tweed industry.
After the longest hearing in Scottish legal history,
Lord Hunter found comprehensively in favour of
the entire Harris Tweed process being carried out
in the Outer Hebrides, in order to qualify for the
Orb trade mark.
It probably did no harm that Lord Hunter
was a keen fisherman, well acquainted with the
rivers and lochs of Lewis and Harris – and also,
it is reasonable to assume, the crucial importance
of Harris Tweed to the islands’ economy. The
following year, Lord Cross delivered a similar
and equally important ruling in the English courts
so the Orb definition became watertight in both
jurisdictions.
Since then, the industry has largely managed to
stay out of the courts. There was a close call in
the early 1990s when some wanted to challenge
Vivienne Westwood’s adoption of her own Orb
insignia. However, there were sufficient “points
of difference” to make it unlikely an action would
succeed. Ms Westwood has continued to be a
much valued, high profile user of Harris Tweed
and the Orbs co-exist!
However, the episode led to the industry
seeking another layer of protection by successfully
promoting legislation at Westminster which further
enshrined the definition in law and created a new
statutory body, the Harris Tweed Authority, to
defend the Orb trademark where necessary. Thus
Harris Tweed became the only fabric in the world
protected by its own Act of Parliament.
These days, the biggest problem is not
“counterfeit” fabric but attaching the Orb label
to products that contain little or no Harris Tweed.
Then there’s the internet and the HTA retains a
company called Snapdragon to track down offers
of fabric and products which contravene the
definition and the law. There are lots of them,
particularly on Chinese websites.
It’s all a far cry from Henry Lyons and his
Huddersfield-made suit to Snapdragon but the
principle is the same. Harris Tweed has a name,
a reputation and a trade mark that must always be
defended when the need arises.

C

By Annie Delin

ontractors working for Northern
Lighthouse Board are being treated to
a view seen by a very few fortunate people
nowadays, as they freshen up the paintwork
inside the iconic Butt of Lewis lighthouse.
Painters working for contractors TRAC
engineering are hard at work inside and out
at the top of the 37-metre high tower, with the
painters inside climbing the 168 steps to reach
the lantern itself.
They’re rewarded not just by a job well done,
but by the most spectacular views of the North
Atlantic. The unbroken panorama of sea and sky
has been in front of them as they worked through
a month of every kind of weather, from bright
blue skies to storm-lashed seas.
All NLB’s maintenance and repair work was
delayed or postponed to protect contractors, staff
and the public during the Coronavirus crisis. A
spokesman for NLB said: “Now that the Scottish
Government has initiated a recovery plan, we
have an operational need to return to these
suspended projects in order to complete them
before the winter.”
Contract workers are staying in rented
accommodation in the Ness area and taking
‘every precaution’ to avoid unnecessary contact
with the local community.
The Northern Lighthouse Board is an essential

service under the terms of the Coronavirus
(COVID-19): construction sector guidance,
issued on 28 May, for the transport sector.
NLB’s project leader, Graeme Macdonald,
said: “Our contractor, TRAC, resumed work on
site on 2 July after putting in place measures to
allow safe working under Covid-19 restrictions.
They have been staying in self-catering
accommodation not far from the lighthouse.
“Fortunately, a lot of the work has been
external painting of buildings, so it's not been
too difficult to complete the work while socially
distancing, and the good weather for most of July
has allowed them to make good progress.”
The work at the Butt of Lewis Lighthouse
includes replacing the rotating optic with a static
flashing LED, similar to those already installed at
Tiumpanhead and Scalpay lighthouses. NLB are
also refurbishing and redecorating the tower and
the mess facilities in the neighbouring building.
Graeme said: “The Butt of Lewis lighthouse
has been guiding mariners safely through
Scottish waters for over 150 years. This essential
refurbishment and upgrade work means this
iconic lighthouse will be fit for purpose for many
more years to come.”
The lighthouse was built by David Stevenson
in 1862 and was converted to automatic
operation on 30 March 1998.
(Photographs from Northern Lighthouse Board).
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First online junior piping
contest ‘a great success’
T

he first virtual version of The Lewis and Harris
Piping Society’s annual competition for junior
players has been hailed a great success, with the
new online format allowing a big increase in
participation by pipers from Uist and Barra.

putting – for players from Barra.

A total of 102 players took part from throughout
the Outer Hebrides – a number of entries “considerably higher than normal” according to the Piping
Society.

“The format worked well,” he said. “The
competitors submitted recordings of themselves
playing their tunes and they were all advised to dress
appropriately – ie. in full Highland dress – and the
recordings for each section were sent to a nominated
judge.”

The society’s piping secretary, Ashley MacDonald,
said they had also received “a high volume of inquiries from the mainland”, although they were not
eligible as it was only for the Western Isles.
However, she said this did show that demand
existed for an online piping competition.
The results were broadcast on Friday, July 10, as
part of an online cèilidh with performances from
some of the prize winners. The format was similar
to a typical post-competition recital and the online
cèilidh can still be accessed, either via The Lewis and
Harris Piping Society’s Facebook page or its website,
www.lhpsoc.com.
There were so many excellent performances
submitted that the Piping Society hopes to hold a
second online cèilidh later in August (date still to be
confirmed), to showcase more island talent.
Dr John Smith, chairman of The Lewis and Harris
Piping Society, said the competition had been “very
successful” and welcomed the participation of pipers
from Barra in particular.
Although youngsters from the Uists do traditionally
take part in the annual competition, travelling up on
the morning of the competition and back home in
the evening, it is more logistically difficult – and off-

He said the society would be looking at how it
could enable such increased participation from
the Southern Isles to continue into the future, postlockdown, and praised all those who took part.

A panel of top players had agreed to act as judges.
They were Glenn Brown, Callum Beaumont, Sarah
Muir, Finlay Johnston, Iain Speirs, Donald MacPhee,
Roddy MacLeod MBE and Decker Forrest – many
of whom had been due to perform at his year’s P/M
Donald Macleod Memorial Piping Competition,
before it was cancelled due to lockdown.
Technically, the Piping Society was assisted by
Alex Tearse from Reefnet, who created the competition portal and set up the online cèilidhs.
Dr Smith said: “The Lewis and Harris Piping
Society are delighted that we were able to organise
a junior competition in the current constraints of
the world that we’re living in and we’re particularly
pleased that we have, within the community, people
who are generous in giving their time to supporting
the Piping Society, such as Alex Tearse who did all
the technical work.
“The junior competition has been an important
part of the remit of the Piping Society since its inception and we are determined to continue to hold it
and have demonstrated that it can be done remotely.
If necessary, that’s how we’ll do it next year.

“It goes without saying that we are grateful to our
sponsors Point and Sandwick Trust who generously agreed to meet the expenses of holding the
competition in this format.”
Ashley MacDonald, a piping instructor and
director of the Lewis and Harris Youth Pipe Band as
well as the Piping Society’s piping secretary, praised
the young pipers for taking part, as the format would
have posed a new set of challenges to them.
“All the participants did very well indeed,” she
said. “Under normal circumstances they would only
have one go in front of a judge, so for them to submit
videos and get through them must have been hard
work as they would know that they could always
try again. They all should be proud of themselves,
whether they received a placing or not.

What’s happening at
Western Isles Libraries

W

hile the library is closed, the eLibrary is open 24/7 for you to borrow and listen to or read the latest books. Here are our top
ten lists, for adults and children, to give you a taster of what is available.

For more information on how to access these books, visit the Library from Home section on the Your Lockdown Library website – www.
cne-siar.gov.uk/yourlockdownlibrary.
Enjoy!
TOP NEW EBOOKS FROM LIBBY / OVERDRIVE
Adichie, Chimamanda
BUTLER, Steven
Dog diaries

Junior Fiction

CANDLISH, Louise

The other passenger

Thriller

CHILD, Lee

The fourth man

Short Stories

KEYES, Marian

The break

General Fiction

PARIS, S. J.

Giordano Bruno series

Historical

ROBERTS, Mark

Day of the dead

Thriller

SILVERMAN, Laura

Girl out of water

Teenage

STRAND, Jeff

How you ruined my life

Teenage

TODD, Marion

Lies to tell

Mystery

WALLIAMS, David

Mr Stink

Junior Fiction

“The judges were very impressed with the high
standard of playing and very supportive of this event.
We had a fantastic panel of top pipers and the judges
themselves had to adapt to a new way of judging, by
typing up the crit sheets online and submitting their
own videos to reveal the results.”
Thanks to Alex Tearse and Reefnet, for making the
competition portal and ceilidh broadcasts possible;
to Point and Sandwick Trust and the MacCrimmon
Foundation for sponsorship; to MacPhee Reeds,
McCallum Bagpipes, the Piping Centre and The
Gordon Duncan Memorial Trust for donating
prizes; and to Ian Duncan and Graham MacIver for
donating chanters.
The full list of results is online at https://lhpsoc.
com/results

Featured titles:
eBook
The other passenger
by Louise Candlish
It all happens so quickly. One day you're living
the dream, commuting to work by riverbus
with your charismatic neighbour Kit in the seat
beside you. The next, Kit hasn't turned up for
the boat and his wife Melia has reported him
missing.
When you get off at your stop, the police are
waiting. Another passenger saw you and Kit
arguing on the boat home the night before and
the police say that you had a reason to want him dead. You protest. You
and Kit are friends - ask Melia, she'll vouch for you. And who exactly is this
other passenger pointing the finger? What do they know about your lives?
No, whatever danger followed you home last night, you are innocent, totally
innocent.
Aren't you?

eAudio
The unexpected return of
Josephine Fox
by Claire Gradidge

TOP NEW EAUDIO BOOKS FROM BORROWBOX

The perfect read for fans of Sunday night
drama. Agatha Christie meets The Mitford
Murders in this deliciously dark golden age
mystery of wartime family secrets and lies in
small town England.

ATKINSON, Kate

Big sky

Crime

April 1941, Romsey, England.

COLFER, Eoin

Artemis Fowl

Junior Fiction

Josephine 'Jo' Fox hasn't set foot in Romsey in
over twenty years. As an illegitimate child, her
family - headed by her controlling grandfather - found her an embarrassment.
Now, she wants to return to what was once her home and uncover the secret
of her parentage. Who was her father and why would her mother never talk
about him?

EVARISTO, Bernardine Girl, woman, other

General Fiction

GRADIDGE, Claire

The unexpected return
of Josephine Fox

General Fiction

HORST, Jorn Lier

The cabin

Crime

ILES, Greg

Cemetery Road

Thriller

OWENS, Delia

Where the crawdads sing

General Fiction

PATTERSON, James

Texas outlaw

Crime

PATTERSON, James

Texas ranger

Crime

TRUMP, Mary L.

Too much and never enough Biography

WEAVER, Tim

No one home

Thriller

Jo arrives the day after the Luftwaffe have bombed the town. The local pub,
The Cricketers' Arms, has been completely destroyed and rescue teams are
searching for the remains of the seven people known to have been in the
pub at the time the bomb hit. They are shocked, however, to uncover eight
bodies, not seven. The eighth, unidentified, body is that of a teenage girl,
who no one in the town claims to know. Who is she, how did she get there,
but most importantly - who killed her?
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PLANNING APPLICATIONS DURING JULY 2020
The following planning applications are pending consideration by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.
All information and accompanying documents are publicly available on the CnES website.

ISLE OF LEWIS

Steel container, Barvas

New shed, Newmarket
Marcin Juszczak of 67A Newmaket has applied for planning
permission to erect a shed at 46C Newmarket. The shed is to be
7.368 metres long, 4.058 metres wide and 4 metres tall.
New shop, Carloway
Kathleen Mackenzie has applied for planning permission to
erect a shop at 3A Doune Carloway. The shop is to be 4.8 metres
long, 3.6 metres wide and 4 metres tall.
New house, Callanish
Dan and Shannen Crossley have applied for planning
permission to erect a house at 45 Callanish. Work is to include
creating a new access and installing an air source heat pump. The
house is to have a kitchen/dining/living area, a lounge, a landing/
sitting area, four bedrooms, four bathrooms and a built-in garage.
New access and track, Uig
Sean Kettle of 2 Timsgarry has applied for planning permission
to create a new access and track at Croft 3A Ardroil. Work is to
include creating parking suitable for two cars.
Alter and extend house, Point
Margare Macdonald of 6A Branahuie has applied for planning
permission to alter and extend the house at 6A Branahuie, Point.
Extend house, Shader

Prior notification for farm-related building works, Point

Jonathan Smith of 15 Upper Shader has applied for planning
permission to site a 20 foot steel container at Barvas Community
Association Community Centre.

New roof, Lochs

New polycrub, Point
Gareth Gentles of 10 Shulishader, Point, has applied for
planning permission to erect a polycrub at 10 Shulishader, Point.
The polycrub is to be 12.78 metres long, 4.204 wide and 2.612
metres tall.
New house, Coll

New polycrub, Borve
Kenneth Macleod of 5 Melbost, Borve, has applied for planning
permission to erect a polycrub at 5 Melbost, Borve. The polycrub
is to be 10.6 metres long, 4.2 metres wide and 2.96 metres tall.
New garage, Sandwick
Iain Macdonald of 19A North Street, Sandwick has applied
for planning permission to erect a garage at 19A North Street,
Sandwick.
New access and hardstanding, Coll
Sean Macleod of Kames House, Hill Street, North Tolsta has
applied for planning permission to create a new access and a
hardstanding at 47B Coll.

Alex Maclean of 9 Millar road, Stornoway, has applied for
planning permission to construct a pitched roof over the existing
roof on the rear of the property at 9 Ranish, Lochs. Work is to
include demolishing the existing porch and constructing a new
enlarged sun porch.
New poultry shed, Newmarket

Chris Mackay of 39 Newmarket has applied for planning
permission to erect a house and create a new access at 60A Coll.
The house is to consist of four bedrooms, two bathrooms, a family/
dining/kitchen area, a lounge, a utility room and a vestibule. Work
is to include the installation of an air source heat pump.
New access and hardstanding, Sandwick
Rosemary Macritchie of 19 Lower Sandwick has applied for
planning permission to construct a hardstanding and create an
access road at 19 Lower Sandwick.
New access and off-street parking, Uig
David Jacques of 7 Carishader has applied for planning
permission to create a new access and off-street parking at 11
Carishader, Uig.
Site three storage containers, Stornoway

John Matheson of 34 Upper Shader has applied for planning
permission to extend the house at 34 Upper Shader.

DBM Design has given prior notification for farm-related
building works at 20 Garrabost, Allotments, Point. The building is
to be 11 metres long, 8 metres wide and 3 metres tall.

Scottish Water has applied for planning permission to site three
storage containers at Scottish Water, Gleann Seilleach Business
Park, Willowglen, Stornoway.
Change of use of Care Unit, Garrabost
Alex Murray Construction Ltd has applied for planning
permission to change the of use of the Care Unit at 1 An Glib,
Garrabost, to two house units. Work is also to include the
installation of an air source heat pump and creating one more
parking space taking the total number of parking spaces to four.

Christina Macleod of 32C Newmarket has applied for planning
permission to erect a poultry shed at 32B Newmarket. The shed is
to be 9 metres long, 4 metres wide and 2.4 metres tall.

ISLE OF HARRIS
Alterations to planning application, Rodel Hotel
Rodel House LLP has applied for planning permission to make
alterations to the original planning application for work on Rodel
Hotel. Work is to include rebuilding the East Range to adjoin the
retained southern wall and reinstate window on east elevation of
main house.
New polycrub, Northton
Susan Ward of Northton Beach Croft, 24 Northton, has applied
for planning permission to erect a polycrub at 24 Northton. The
polycrub is to be 8 metres long, 4 metres wide, 3 metres high.
New garage, Scalpay
Dougie Ferguson of 17 Kyles, Scalpay, has applied for planning
permission to erect a large garage with granny annex in the roof
space above at 17 Kyles, Scalpay.
New Polycrub, Manish
Robin Reid of 2 Manish has applied for planning permission to
erect a polycrub at 2 Manish. The polycrub is to be 8.505 metres
long, 4.204 metres wide and 2.612 metres high.
New house, Finsbay

New house, Ness
Claire Macaulay of 94 Cross Skigersta Road, Ness, has applied
for planning permission to erect a house at 30 Habost, Ness. The
house is to consist of five bedrooms, three bathrooms, a kitchen/
family room, a lounge and a utility room. Work is to include
creating an access and installing an air source heat pump.

Neil Leonard of Aird Druim an Tolla, Finsbay, has applied for
planning permission to erect a house at 6 Finsbay. The house is
to consist of three bedrooms, three bathrooms, a kitchen and a
lounge/dining area. Work is to include creating a new access road
and parking suitable for two cars, and installing a ground source
heat pump.

COVID-19: Route Map for Western Isles Public Transport
F

rom Monday 3rd August 2020, daytime bus services in
Lewis and Harris and South Uist and Benbecula reverted to
normal timetables with no requirement to book seats, with the
exception of the bookable services on the regular timetable.
Fares were also to be reintroduced from Monday.
Timetables are available on the Comhairle website.
The service contracts for North Uist and Berneray and Barra
and Vatersay have yet to be concluded and this has delayed the
reintroduction of services in these areas.
Further details of bus services timetables for these areas will be

made available as soon as possible, says Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.

apply to some drivers.”

“Please remember that face coverings remain now compulsory on
any form of public transport and this includes all public bus services.

Good hygiene regimes remain important to protect against
COVID-19. Face-coverings protect against inadvertent transmission
of the disease. It is vital that passengers do not see face coverings
as an alternative, but as an addition to other measures such as social
distancing, handwashing and disinfection of surfaces frequently
touched by other people.

“Passengers will only be permitted to travel on public transport if
they are wearing appropriate face covering.
“Exceptions will apply, such as children under five or for those with
health conditions for whom a face covering would be inappropriate.
Passengers will be expected to provide their own face coverings.
Where a screen has been provided, the driver will not be required
to wear a mask or face covering. Medical exemptions will also

All passengers should ensure that they wash their hands as soon as
possible before and after travelling on public transport.
“We would like to thank all bus passengers for their patience
during the COVID-19 pandemic,” say CnES.

Finding the right number for your council services…
SWITCHBOARD ...........................01851 600501
CUSTOMER SERVICE .................. 01851 600502
EMERGENCY OUT OF HOURS........01851 701702
SOCIAL WORK OFFICES:
Stornoway..................................................01851 822708
Tarbert .......................................................01859 502367
Balivanich ................................................. 01870 602425
Castlebay ....................................................01871 810431

Business Gateway.......................................01851 822775
Harbour Office/Marine Fuels ......................01859 502367
Stornoway Bus Station................................01851 704327
Council Tax ................................................01851 600502
Roads & Pavements/Street Lighting ...........01851 822664
Cleansing Services/Refuse Collection ..........01851 822669
Recycling....................................................01851 709900
Planning (Stornoway) ................................01851 822690
Planning (Balivanich)................................ 01870 604990

Major Investment Projects ..........................01851 822656
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY:www.cne-siar.gov.uk/ipservicetelephone.asp
enquiries@cne-siar.gov.uk
www.cne-siar.gov.uk
Automated Payment Line 0300 323 0090

Ag Obair Còmhla airson na h-Eileanan Siar
Working Together for the Western Isles
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Return to School:
the plans so far
W

By Katie Macleod

hen the announcement came from
the Scottish Government on 30th July
that schools would be opening in August as
expected, the question turned to what the
return would look like in practice.

“From our point of view, we’re really pleased
that most children will be back in school,” said
Bernard Chisholm, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s
Director of Education, Skills, and Children’s
Services, in a live broadcast on the council’s
Facebook page on 31st July.
“Of course, all the safety measures will be
in place, and as we’ve said before, in the initial
weeks, we’ll be doing a lot of work to settle young
people back into the school environment, and to
reinforce the measures of being safe, distancing,
and hand washing. But we’re glad to say parents
can return to work knowing children are able to
come back to school.”
In the Western Isles, the plans that were put in
place at the beginning of the summer holidays in
June remain unchanged. Teachers will return to
schools on the 10th and 11th August for in-service
training, and the majority of pupils will return on
the 12th, with phased returns for P1 and S1 pupils
who missed out on transition periods at the end
of last term.
And while pupils and staff may be looking
forward to returning to some form of normality,
the safety measures being put in place for going

back to school mean that day-to-day life in the
classroom will look slightly different for the time
being.
Risk assessments based on Scottish Government
guidelines have been undertaken at schools
throughout the islands and cover both general risk
assessments as well as individual ones for certain
staff and pupils. While face coverings are not
currently required under government guidelines,
the department emphasised that anyone who
wants to wear one will not be discouraged from
doing so. Hand washing and sanitizing will be
required at every entry into school buildings, and
procedures are in place for improved ventilation
and “robust” cleaning routines.
As in other indoor settings, social distancing
of two metres is required between adults, and
between adults and pupils where possible –
although not between pupils themselves. With
no large gatherings permitted, there will be no
assemblies or concerts, and activities such as
PE and drama may not be reintroduced to the
timetable immediately. Canteen services may be
altered, too, depending on the size of the school
and the demand for school meals.
“We’ll also continue to restrict visitors to school
premises… and we’ll also have higher levels of
observation and making sure the measures are in
place for “Test and Protect” and a rapid response
to any concerns we have,” said Senior Education
Officer Donald Macleod.
The process of getting to and from school will

also look different this month, as precautions are
taken on transport. During the holidays, parents
were asked by the Comhairle to complete a
survey on whether they would be able to take
their children to school, and Bernard noted the
department received “a really good response.” Not
only will this lower the number of pupils on buses,
but it is considered by the Scottish Government to
be the safest option for travel.

and that the department will be providing masks
(and more information) to pupils when they return
to school.

For pupils who do need to use alternate
transport, social distancing is not needed on
dedicated school buses, but is required on public
transport. Bernard also announced that all pupils
will be asked to wear masks on buses. He added
that wearing masks is “good practice for us all,”

Weekly updates from the Education Department
will be shared on the Comhairle’s Facebook page,
keeping parents, pupils, and the wider island
community informed of any changes to the
current guidance.

“The safety of all our pupils and our staff
returning to schools is our foremost consideration,”
said Donald of the plans. “Hopefully all that taken
together provides a suite of measures that will
help keep our children and young people, and our
staff, safe.”

e-Sgoil Study Support boost for learning
S

By Katie Macleod

from schools as we have done over the past three years to extend
the curricular offer,” explains Angus Maclennan, Head Teacher
at e-Sgoil. “We will also provide medium to long-term specialist
supply teaching as required, and our National Offer will take the
form of Study Support sessions to enable pupils to consolidate
learning and plug any gaps resulting from last session's disruption.”

ince 2016, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s digital learning
service, e-Sgoil, has helped put teachers in front of
classrooms via video software, and its remote teaching has
been used to expand the curriculum, provide emergency
teaching cover, and offer specialist input into classrooms.

As well as working with Education Scotland, e-Sgoil is also
collaborating with a number of local and partner organisations to
provide this support to pupils, including the Accredited Training
and Skills Department at Comhairle nan Eilean Siar; Scotland’s
National Centre for Languages (SCILT); the environmental charity
Keep Scotland Beautiful; SCHOLAR, an education programme run
by Heriot Watt University; the Youth and Philanthropy Initiative;
Bòrd na Gaidhlig; and Microsoft Education.

Now, as schools reopen following the coronavirus shutdown,
e-Sgoil are expanding their services once again, providing study
support to pupils across Scotland from the 11th of August.
Initially available for senior phase pupils in S4-S6, the free Study
Support Sessions are designed to complement what is being taught
in schools. A variety of subjects will be taught by experienced online
teachers, using live and pre-recorded video sessions delivered
through Microsoft Teams and Glow, the national online platform
used by teachers and pupils.
From the 11th of August, the e-Sgoil after-school support will
include one 45-minute live webinar teaching session per week,
as well as a bank of short recorded lessons which pupils will be
expected to view before the webinars. It’s an introduction of what is
known as “flipped learning,” where course material is read by pupils
outside of the classroom, and discussed and applied inside it, and
the webinars will be available in 20 subjects to begin with, in a mix
of English and Gaelic Medium.
The support will also focus on areas of “lost learning” to help
pupils catch up after the lockdown period earlier this year: a package
of “Study Skills Sessions” will cover pre-planned topics to help
pupils plan learning and revision, as well as to help them develop
transferable skills that will allow them to study efficiently online.

It’s all part of the e-Sgoil National Offer, a comprehensive
programme which aims to improve equity of access to live
interactive lessons in a range of areas of the curriculum and
enhance collaborative learning and digital learning skills for pupils.
Run in conjunction with Education Scotland (which consists
of the Association of Directors of Education in Scotland, and the
Scottish Government), the goal of the e-Sgoil National Offer is to
support the work of local schools through the initial post-lockdown
phase and beyond.
“e-Sgoil will carry on offering additional SQA courses on demand

e-Sgoil’s main purpose has always been to enhance equity
in terms of subject choice for all pupils, irrespective of their
geographic location or which school they attended in the Western
Isles. That provision had been extended to a number of other local
authorities across Scotland in recent years and during lockdown,
but that equity of provision now involves more local authorities,
more schools, and more teachers than ever before.
“The new national e-learning provision from eSgoil and
Education Scotland will enable pupils in the senior phase to access
a broad range of high-quality lessons devised by qualified teachers
trained in online learning,” said Deputy First Minister John Swinney
when the plans were announced on the 25th of June. “These new
online lessons... will help to support and augment the work being
done by classroom teachers across the country.”
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How Comhairle Ceilidhs unite
Islanders across world
T

By Katie Macleod

he music calendar in the Western Isles is
usually packed year-round, with live music
spilling out of pubs, arts centres, and festival
tents – but it all fell silent in the wake of the
national lockdown.
In April, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar stepped in
to bring the music back, with the launch of online
Comhairle Cèilidhs that gave islanders something
to look forward to each weekend when the only
option was to stay at home, and offered local
musicians the chance to continue playing in front
of a live audience.
Every Friday and Saturday at 9pm, island
musicians such as Calum Martin, Iain ‘Spanish’
Mackay, and Norrie ‘Tago’ MacIver took to the
Comhairle’s Facebook page for hour-long live
performances, broadcast from their living rooms
to the world. Over 30 cèilidhs have been hosted in
the last four months, with around 374,300 views
from locations as close to home as Inverness and
as far afield as Australia, Dubai, and Argentina.
And last month it was announced that despite
the easing of lockdown restrictions, the cèilidhs
would continue every Friday until the end of the
year, following a Facebook poll in July which saw
a huge demand for the live events to continue.
“We have consulted with many of the artists
who have been performing over recent months,
and without whom none of this would be
possible, and have received an overwhelmingly
positive response to the continuation of the ceilidh
programme,” says Colin George Morrison, Media
Coordinator at the Comhairle. “It has been quite
incredible to see how the artists have so willingly
supported the communities of the Western Isles,
and likewise how the communities have supported
the artists.”
“It’s brought live music to an audience that
maybe just don’t want to go out to busy places
anymore,” says local singer-songwriter Willie
Campbell, while local Gaelic singer Iain ‘Costello’
MacIver thanked the Comhairle Communications
team “for allowing me an opportunity I otherwise
wouldn’t have had to perform my music during the

Ceitlin Smith.

A unique benefit that comes from hosting the
cèilidhs on Facebook is that the events become
truly communal. Old friends who haven’t seen
each other in years reconnect in the comments,
while praise rolls in for the performers from fans.
It’s that interaction between performer and viewer,
and between the viewers themselves, that all the
musicians I spoke to noted.
lockdown period.”
So what has it been like for these local musicians
to perform to a screen instead of a real-life crowd?
“It’s been funny in a way. Certainly I’m playing to
way more people than I would be at one of my
regular Friday or Saturday night gigs,” says Willie.
“You definitely have an awareness that there is a
decently-sized audience watching you, but I’ve
been at it so long I feel pretty relaxed, and after the
first song or two I’m at ease and chatting between
songs.”
For Costello, it was a smooth transition, as he
had already been teaching online and filming
tutorial videos since lockdown began – although
he was wary of how the internet where he lives
would hold up. “The only difference with the
cèilidhs is that you know the people are out there
but you can’t physically see them, whereas with
teaching you can see your pupils on screen.”
“The reaction of the audience is such a big part
of the experience which is something you miss
out on, but recording remotely also gives you the
opportunity to be creative and experimental,” says

Willie Campbell on stage at the Hebridean Celtic Festival.

Ceitlin Lilidh, Gaelic soloist and member of SIAN.
“The best part for me was knowing that despite the
circumstances, each and every cèilidh provided
a distraction from what was going on in the real
world and gave everyone something to look
forward to every weekend.”
That’s precisely what has made the Comhairle
Cèilidhs so special. Although I’m originally from
Point in Lewis, I’ve spent the last five years living
in New York City, and the weekly broadcasts have
made me feel connected to home even when I can’t
be there. And like other viewers leaving comments
during the ceilidhs, I’ll admit to sometimes getting
emotional while tuning in, whether it’s been when
Willie sang “Caledonia” or Costello performed
“Portnaguran by the Sea,” a song that would pull
at the heart strings of any Rubhach.
In fact, the musical genres on display each week
have been wide ranging, performed in a variety
of Gaelic and English by a long list of performers.
“My own favourite part of the ceilidh experience
is sourcing the material, going back through old
songbooks and finding songs which I’ve either
never sung before or haven’t sung for years,” says
Costello. “I love country music, especially the
classics, and the cheesier the better. It’s what a lot
of people are wanting to hear. They do love the
Gaelic songs as well, especially the expats.”

“It’s been one of the best parts of the whole
thing,” says Willie. “I start every livestream with
a set and at some point, it inevitably goes out the
window because I’ve had multiple requests for
songs – it’s a fun night so I’m just happy to go with
the flow. It’s been pulling people together during a
difficult time in a very real way, people that maybe
haven’t had contact with each other for years are
listening to music and having a chat at the same
time, it’s been really cool to watch.”
“It’s great to see people interacting with each
other with wee online conversations, but the
comments are moving so fast it’s sometimes
difficult to follow them, and I always end up
apologising to folk if I don’t see their comments,”
adds Costello.
In a time when we have to be physically distant,
there’s something comforting about logging on
to the Comhairle Cèilidhs each week and seeing
family and friends watching along with you. As
Willie says, they’ve “brought people together and
taken our minds off the mad world for a few hours.
They’ve been such a positive and constructive
thing to be involved in.”
Live music might not be back in streets of
Stornoway quite yet, but in the meantime, we can
enjoy the Comhairle cèilidhs from the comfort
of our own homes – whether that’s in Canada or
Callanish.

Costello, left, in happier times.
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NHS Western Isles teams
up with Peat & Diesel
N

HS Western Isles has joined forces with Peat & Diesel
to relaunch the music video, ‘My Island’, with some key
health messages on how to keep our islands safe during the
coronavirus pandemic.

Aimed as a message to both islanders and visitors alike, the
anthemic music video presents some stunning video footage of
the Western Isles (as well as other Scottish islands), whilst also
incorporating some important safety messages.
Included is information on coronavirus symptoms to look out for
(high temperature of 37.8°C or greater, and/or a new and continuous
cough, and/or a loss or change in your sense of smell and/or taste).
Other safety messages include keeping the recommended distance

We're here to support you...
AN UPDATE ON LOCAL NHS SERVICES

ABOUT COVID-19
The most common symptoms of Coronavirus
(COVID-19) are:
•
•
•

a high temperature (37.8C or greater)
and/or a new and continuous cough
and/or a loss or change in your sense of
smell and/or taste.

If you are concerned about possible COVID-19
symptoms, view our handy guide below...

I DON’T HAVE SYMPTOMS

If you do not have symptoms but want to find out
more information visit
www.nhsinform.scot/coronavirus
A free helpline is also available if you do not have
symptoms but are looking for general advice - tel.
0800 028 2816.

I HAVE MILD SYMPTOMS

Anyone who is self-isolating because they are
showing symptoms should be tested via ‘Test
and Protect’. This helps prevent the spread of
the virus in the community.
To access testing in the Outer Hebrides, contact
the COVID-19 Response Team on 01851 601151
or email: wi-hb.covid19queries@nhs.net
(Phoneline open 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday,
with an answering machine available outwith these
hours)

MY SYMPTOMS ARE GETTING WORSE
You should phone 111 if:
•
•
•

Your NHS is here
to help!
Your local health service remains
available to you when you need it.
If you have an issue you would
normally have contacted your GP
about before COVID-19, you should
continue to contact your GP for
advice.
If you need assistance from your
local Emergency Department or other
healthcare provider, please continue
to seek their help/advice as normal.
Be assured that anyone displaying
COVID-19 symptoms is being
treated separately to patients
attending for other reasons.

Get checked early
Changes to your body’s normal
processes, or unusual, unexplained
symptoms can sometimes be an
early sign of cancer.
Symptoms that need to be checked
include:
• a lump that suddenly appears on
your body
• unexplained bleeding
• changes to your bowel habits
If you are concerned, contact
your GP for advice. For further
information visit:
www.getcheckedearly.org

Anxiety support

your symptoms worsen during home
isolation, especially if you’re in a high or
extremely high risk group
breathlessness develops or worsens,
particularly if you’re in a high or extremely
high risk group
your symptoms haven’t improved in 7 days.

If you have a medical emergency, phone 999
and tell them you have COVID-19 symptoms.

The local Psychological Wellbeing
Hub service is available to help
people of all ages manage their
anxiety during the COVID-19
pandemic. The service is open from
9am-5.30pm Mon-Fri.

Local support
Your local COVID-19 Response
Team helpline helps answer general
Coronavirus health-related queries
or concerns. It is open from 9am5.30pm Mon-Fri.
COVID-19 Response Team:

01851 601 151

Please note that the local helpline is
not a replacement to NHS 24’s advice
line on 111, and NHS 24 should
always be used in the first instance.
We would also ask you to share this
information safely with others in your
community where possible, and look
out for our vulnerable neighbours,
who may benefit from additional
support, but are not aware of the
helpline number.

Local website
A dedicated local Coronavirus
(COVID-19) website is available at:
www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot
and offers easy access to:
• essential and accurate information
and links to latest guidance
• local info on support and services
and NHS Western Isles updates
• support and tips to help individuals
and families keep well.

Get immunised!
If you or your child has an
immunisation appointment, make sure
you attend, or reschedule it if you’re
showing symptoms of COVID-19.

To access the service tel.
01851 708022 or 601151,
or select the QR code.

Visit your local COVID-19 support website:

www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot

from others; wearing face coverings in shops and on public
transport; practising good hand hygiene regularly (washing hands
for 20 seconds or using hand sanitiser); coughing or sneezing into
a tissue or crook of elbow; and avoiding touching your eyes, nose
and mouth.
Guidance is also included for anyone who is experiencing
coronavirus symptoms, advising them to immediately self-isolate
and access local testing by contacting the COVID-19 Response
Team on 01851 601151 or emailing wi-hb.covid19queries@nhs.
net or booking a test online at www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot
NHS Western Isles Chief Executive, Gordon Jamieson, said:
“This music video presents the perfect blend of uplifting local
music and stunning island imagery to highlight our very special
islands and how to keep us all safe during this pandemic. We are
extremely grateful to Peat and Diesel for teaming up with us to
highlight these messages and to Calum J. MacLeod for editing what
is an incredible video.”
Peat and Diesel accordionist, Innes Scott, said “Peat and Diesel
were only too delighted to lend their support to NHS Western Isles
and we hope our music helps spread some important messages.
We are very grateful for all the hard work the NHS is doing,
especially during this particular time.”
To view the music video visit: https://vimeo.com/443407921

Coronavirus publicity

N

HS Western Isles has produced a range of materials
for local residents, shops and businesses to help
provide information and help to reduce the potential risk of
coronavirus (COVID-19).

The ‘We’re here to support you’ info-sheet is updated to feature
the latest Government guidance.
An information poster on the importance of wearing face
coverings or face masks in shops and on public transport has also
been produced.
Finally, an information poster has also been produced aimed at
local businesses to help them remind their customers not to use
disposable gloves whilst shopping, in order to avoid the spread
of germs.
All materials are available to view or download on the local
coronavirus website at: www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot (within the
Public & Carers section).

Healthcare
appointments

T

hose attending appointments at hospitals or dental
surgeries in the Western Isles are able to choose an
accompanying person to attend appointments with them.
Restrictions to date have prevented carers and family members
from accompanying patients at appointments, unless critical to
patient care, however recent changes means that they can bring a
supporting person with them, if they wish to do so.
For attendance at GP Practices or other private healthcare
premises in the Western Isles, please contact them directly in
terms of individual arrangements on attending appointments.
Anyone attending healthcare appointments must ensure they
continue to follow physical distancing guidance (maintaining a 2
metre distance from others), and adhere to hand hygiene measures
(using hand sanitiser on entry, and before they enter clinical areas)
to reduce the risk of infection. All those entering clinical areas
will also be required to wear a face mask, which will be provided.
If a patient is experiencing any symptoms of coronavirus (high
temperature, a new, continuous cough and a loss or change to
sense of smell or taste), they must contact their clinician to
reschedule their appointment.
Anyone experiencing coronavirus symptoms must not attend
their GP, pharmacy or hospital – and should arrange a test at the
earliest opportunity by contacting the COVID-19 Response Team
on 01851 601151 or email:
wi-hb.covid19queries@nhs.net
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Shortlist
success for
Angela!

Breast Screening
T

he Breast Screening Programme,
which was paused in March because of
coronavirus (COVID-19), is to resume safely
and carefully from August – beginning in
Barra before travelling onwards to Lewis.
Provisional dates for the Breast Screening
Mobile Unit’s visit to the Outer Hebrides have
been scheduled as follows:
• Barra: 19th August – 25th August 2020
• Benbecula: 27th August – 2nd October
2020
• Harris: 6th October – 15th October 2020
•	Stornoway: 20th October – 20th November
2020
Those who had been due to attend clinics
that were cancelled in Lewis will receive an
appointment when the Mobile Unit returns to
Lewis.
Measures have been introduced to allow
screening to take place in a safe environment.
Staff will wear necessary personal protective
equipment and appointments will be staggered
to ensure waiting areas are quieter, allowing staff
and patients to adhere to physical distancing.
Breast screening uses an X-ray test called a

mammogram. Following a review of these initial
images, a small percentage of women will be
asked to attend an appointment at a mainland
Breast Screening Centre for further examination.
If you are not willing to travel for this review
appointment, please discuss this with the Breast
Screening Centre staff on 01463 705416 before
you attend for the mammogram.
All women are asked to keep to the
appointment times specified on their
appointment letter and to attend alone, unless
they require an interpreter or carer. Anyone
who receives an appointment that they cannot
attend, or who has any other questions, are
asked please do not go to the Mobile Unit but
instead to call the Breast Screening Office on
01463 705416.
Due to the constraints COVID-19 has placed
on the service, it is unable to offer appointments
to women over the age of 70 years for this year’s
visit. Any woman that has concerns about breast
changes should attend their own GP practice.
Please visit the NHS Inform site to find
out more about Breast Screening at: www.
nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/screening/breast/
breast-screening

A

ngela Woodley, local Dermatology
Specialist Nurse, has been successfully
shortlisted at the RCNi Nurse Awards 2020.
Angela was nominated in the category
‘Innovations in your Specialty Award’ for her
commitment to the dermatology service redesign
delivered last year.
Qualifying as a nurse 30 years ago, Angela
began her employment with NHS Western Isles
in 2006, first working on Erisort Ward for five
years, before working simultaneously as part-time
Dermatology Liaison Nurse, Occupational Health
Nurse, and as a Call Centre Nursing Advisor with
NHS 24.
Angela, said: “I am honestly astounded at not
only being nominated, but to have been shortlisted
for this award.”
Iain Trayner, NHS Western Isles Technology
Enabled Care (TEC) Project Manager, who
nominated Angela for the award said, “As the
dermatology service lead, Angela vets all referrals,
performs complex diagnostics, delivers multiple
complex therapies and initiates medication and
treatment plans.
“Under her lead, waiting time breaches for
urgent referrals to the service have gone from 55%
to zero. In addition, weekly rather than monthly
clinics are improving outcomes for patients with
suspected cancer, and all patients are put on a
treatment plan within a week of referral. Her
patient satisfaction questionnaires are all positive,
with patients reporting that they feel listened to,
appropriately treated and reassured. Her use of
tele-dermatology has allowed for further education
of nurse and referring GPs as all results are fed
back with images and comments, thus reducing
future referrals.”

New NHSWI website
T

o mark the 72nd
Anniversary of the
NHS, as well as the 72nd
year of the social care
system, NHS Western
Isles launched its new
and refreshed website at:
www.wihb.scot.nhs.uk

Angela added, “I couldn’t have achieved the
service redesign without the support of Iain and
the rest of the TEC Team – they have the ‘know
how’ to make things happen. With further support
from the Western Isles Health Board, Drs Pete
Greenstock and Kate Dawson, the dermatology
service continues to develop. In addition, the
team at the Western Isles Hospital’s Outpatients
Department (my ‘work family’) have always been

The
'Looking
Back'
section celebrates the 72nd
Anniversary and the rich
history of healthcare and the
NHS in the Outer Hebrides.
The new and improved
website, boasting a clean
design, features images
representing the islands
from throughout the Outer
Hebrides, and offers easy
access to essential and accurate information.
The front landing page features three important new sections titled ‘I am a Patient’, ‘I am a Carer’ and
‘I am a Visitor’ to help individuals find the information relevant to them, at the right time.
This includes patients being able to access information relating to their Outpatient appointments or
Inpatient stay, carers being able to access help and support for themselves and the person they look after,
whilst visitors can access information on hospital facilities, refreshments and what they must do if they
plan on visiting during the coronavirus pandemic.
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so supportive and encouraging.”
William Findlay, NHS Western Isles Nurse/AHP
Director and Chief Operating Officer, said, “We
are very proud of Angela’s achievements. She has
transformed a limited dermatology service into one
that is outstanding and person-centred through
clinical leadership, co-designing improvements
with patients, and using technology from the
United States for our remote islands.”
“In addition, Angela has engaged to a level
above and beyond her position.
She has
undertaken advanced training (Masters level) in
Dermatology and has now completed her second
year with a distinction award. She has become an
accomplished, advanced independent practitioner
in dermatology who can now better serve our local
community.”
Organised by RCNi on behalf of the Royal
College of Nursing, the awards celebrate the best
of nursing and present an unparalleled opportunity
for attendees to network and share nursing and
healthcare innovations.
Winners will be announced at a virtual award
ceremony later in the year.

Drawings of lockdown
C

hildren asked to draw their lockdown
experiences to help researchers during the
As well as including the Near Me virtual appointment system, maternity services, dental health, patient COVID-19 pandemic.

travel and virtual visiting, the revised ‘Our Services’ section features a wide range of newly added services
offering an overview of each team.

Staff from NHS Western Isles, and researchers
from the University of the Highlands and Islands
This includes who teams are aimed at, services each offers, location(s), referral methods, patient and Newcastle University, are interested to find
information literature and links, and their direct contact details. Newly-added services include nurse-led out how children aged between 5-10 years have
services, sexual health services, substance misuse, chaplaincy and spiritual care, and work and health. experienced the recent changes in their life.
As well as links to our social media (Facebook and Twitter) channels, the site also features a link to
Dr Tushar Banerjee, NHS Western Isles
the Vimeo platform, where all films which have been produced by, or in partnership with, NHS Western Consultant Paediatrician, noticed that children
Isles can be viewed.
were drawing pictures about the lockdown,
The new site also links to our local coronavirus website (www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot), where and wanted to find out more. He said, “Younger
children have been expressing what lockdown has
information relating to COVID-19 can separately be found.

Keep in touch with your local health service

Keep up to date with news and information on services and developments by:
• visiting our website at www.wihb.scot.nhs.uk
• ‘liking’ NHS Western Isles on Facebook
• following NHSWI on Twitter

Help your local health service improve
your care by providing feedback

Tell us about your experience by:
• speaking to a member of staff
• visiting our website www.wihb.scot.nhs.uk/feedback
• sharing your story at www.careopinion.org.uk or tel. 0800 122 31 35
• telephoning 01851 704704 (ext 2408) on a Tuesday or Friday
afternoon between 1pm and 4pm.

been like for them in their drawings. This has been
a unique time for everyone, and we want to learn
from children about how they have been coping.
“Making images is a wonderful way to describe
a new unfamiliar experience without words, which
is often preferred by younger children”, says Dr
Ania Zubala from the University of the Highlands
and Islands.
Dr
Simon
Hackett,
Consultant
Art
Psychotherapist, said "It is so important that we
learn from the children themselves about how they
have been coping during the lockdown”.
Children's pictures can be submitted in a short
online survey.
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Services Update
N

HS Western Isles has reintroduced a number of clinics, as
part of the work to resume services.

Clinics recently re-started are Audiology, Ophthalmology
(glaucoma), Pain and Dermatology.
NHS Western Isles Chief Executive, Gordon Jamieson, said in July:
“This month, we have held more face-to-face appointments than the
number of appointments carried out remotely using telephone or
Near Me. This was to be expected, given the number of patients who
have been waiting for a face-to-face consultation. However, going
forward, we do expect that the majority of outpatient consultations
will be carried out remotely.”
The wearing of face masks is a requirement for staff now in all
clinical areas and if you attend a clinic or are a named visitor, you
will also be required to wear a face mask. At the Western Isles
Hospital in Stornoway, you will continue to be directed to your
location by security door staff but will be given your mask when
you enter the clinical area that you are attending.
Clisham area is now running as an Ambulatory Care Unit with
several services currently operating from that area: Chemotherapy,
IV infusions and Cardiac Services, including ECHO provision.

We're here to support you...

STOP

REMEMBER TO WASH YOUR HANDS FOR AT LEAST 20 SECONDS TO KILL GERMS

USING DISPOSABLE
GLOVES WHEN
SHOPPING

If you wear the same
gloves when you shop,
or touch a trolley,
food, door, phone,
your face or hair...

YOU ARE
SPREADING
GERMS

WEARING A FACE COVERING
- what you should know
Face coverings are an additional measure to help keep us
all safe in the current coronavirus pandemic.
They help by trapping the droplets you breathe out and
reducing the risk of you passing any infection on to people
around you.
1. Face coverings do NOT replace:
• Keeping the recommended physical distance from
others (physical distancing);
• Washing your hands with soap and warm water;
• Catching coughs and sneezes in a tissue and
binning the tissue, or into your sleeve.
2. To wear a face covering correctly, you must:
• Wash your hands before putting it on;
• Do not touch the front of the face covering;
• Ensure it covers your nostrils and mouth;
• Tie the ties behind your head or loop the elastic
round your ears for a firm hold.
3. When wearing a face covering, do not:
• Touch the front of the covering;
• Put it under your chin or on top of your head and
then back on your face;
• Take it off and on again.

• wear a face covering in shops and on public
transport

4. When you are home, or you have finished
wearing the face covering:
• Take it off by undoing the ties or loops and folding it
from the outside edges in;
• Place in a plastic bag until you can take it home to
wash it;
• Wash your hands with soap and warm water, or use
hand sanitiser if you cannot access water and your
hands are not visibly dirty;
• The face covering can be washed in a domestic
machine with other domestic items.

• wash your hands or use hand gel before
entering each shop, as well as when leaving
the premises

5. Use a fresh face covering if you need to go
out again.

It’s safer not to wear
gloves at all.

STAY SAFE AND REMEMBER TO...

• maintain the recommended physical distance
from others
• wash your hands when you arrive home.

Visit your local COVID-19 support website:

www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot

In terms of cervical screening, anyone who was invited for
cervical screening before lockdown should now contact their GP
practice to make an appointment. This applies to anyone who was
yet to make an appointment or who had made an appointment,
which was then cancelled.
Invitations to attend routine screening appointments will be
issued from September 2020, once NHS Western Isles has caught
up with non-routine appointments affected by the pause.
Our Dental Services and our two local optometrists continue
to provide more appointments, but numbers are still restricted by
physical distancing and the enhanced cleaning required between
appointments.
If you have had COVID-19, been in contact with someone who
does/did, or have any symptoms, then your surgery will only take
place if urgent or a presenting emergency and you consent to it.
Otherwise your surgery will be rescheduled. This is because some
types of surgery carry considerable risks for patients with COVID-19
and we must ensure that you are informed and feel able to make an
informed choice.

Simply the best…
N

ominations are now open for the Scottish
Health Awards 2020 - and you can show your
appreciation by nominating your unsung heroes at: www.
scottishhealthawards.com

The Scottish Health Awards are the most prestigious and
recognised awards for those working across NHS Scotland
and its partners to deliver high quality health and social care
services to the people of Scotland.
Run by the Daily Record in partnership with NHS Scotland
and the Scottish Government, the awards reflect the amazing
diversity of talent and showcase the dedication and commitment
of those who work tirelessly on our behalf.
In a year when staff across health and social care have been
rising to the many challenges of dealing with Coronavirus
(COVID-19), there’s never been a better time to recognise and
reward them for what they have been doing day-in and day-out.
There are 16 award categories including a People’s Choice
Award which will be open to a public vote from 19 October.
The finalists in the remaining categories on 11 November and
all winners – including the winner of the People’s Choice Award
– will be announced on 9 December at the virtual ceremony
which can be viewed online. Details of how this can be viewed
will be shared closer to the time.
The 16 award categories are:
•

Support Worker

•

Innovation

•

Volunteers

•

Midwife

•

Allied Health Professional

•

Young Achiever

•

Unsung Hero

•

Care for Mental Health

•

Integrated Care

•

Healthier Lifestyle

•

Leader of the Year

•

Nurse

•

Doctor

•

Top Team

•

Global Citizenship

•

People’s Choice

Nominations can be submitted to the Scottish Health Awards
2020 website at www.scottishhealthawards.com until 5pm on
Wednesday 30 September 2020.
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How staff adapted during
lockdown crisis
Marissa MacLennan: communications and Covid-19

M

arissa MacLennan is the Health
Information & Resources Officer
working for NHS Western Isles. Here she
shares her story of working at NHS Western
Isles during the coronavirus pandemic.
Having been employed at NHS Western Isles
(this May marked her 25th anniversary), with two
years previously employed at the Comhairle’s
Haldane Education Centre School Library,
Marissa has enjoyed a number of roles within
the NHS, after studying Business Administration
at the University of the Highlands.
Managing the Public Health Division’s Health
Information & Resources Service (HIRS) based
at the Stornoway Health Centre, she is also
responsible for developing promotional events
and campaigns, desk-top publishing, health and
patient information, social media content, as
well as producing websites and the approval of
films produced on behalf of NHS Western Isles.
Marissa said, “Every day is different - from
processing requests, to sourcing sensitive
information for drop-in clients, to developing
websites, to producing materials for patients and
carers, to designing high quality posters for NHS
corporate events, and contributing to policies,
strategies and reports.
“In my role I work very closely with our
Communications/Claims Manager, so much so,
that a few years ago I also took on the role of
Communications Manager, whilst she was on
maternity leave.
“At the beginning of the pandemic I was invited
to assist the Communications/Claims Manager
as it became very apparent how busy things
were getting. I was delighted to help, so was
redeployed and relocated to communications at

the Health Board Offices, where we have both
been based for the period of the pandemic.
“Nothing could have prepared me for the
volume of correspondence, developments and
guidance continuously (and hourly!) being
received relating to coronavirus – this, of course,
was on top of the normal communications of an
NHS organisation.
“To say it has been busy is an understatement.
We have worked tirelessly to plan, develop and
share information to our staff, general public and
our agency partners using a range of platforms –
press, social media (separate channels for staff
and public on Facebook and Twitter), video
messages, infosheets, posters, radio and websites
– a never-ending list.
“Our priority has been to ensure both staff
and the public are well informed in a timely
manner at all times, and to ensure that both
local and national messaging is consistent and
communicated effectively to our communities.
“We also have had to quickly develop
communications handling strategies and work in
even closer partnership with other organisations,
especially our partners at the Comhairle and
Third Sector. In addition, due to social distancing
within workplaces and services, we also began
to use Microsoft Teams to enable meetings to
take place virtually.
“As one of the key priorities was ensuring that
staff, general public and partners had appropriate
and up-to-date information as the pandemic
continued, the suggestion of a local coronavirus
website was raised. This was prior to the local
COVID-19 Response Team being established.”
Marissa said, “It took me a little over a week
to gather the information and produce the local

Claire swaps school for hospital
C

laire Montgomery rose to the challenge
to support NHS Western Isles during
lockdown by swapping her usual role in the
classroom for a role on the frontline of the
Emergency Department in Western Isles
Hospital, Stornoway.

Claire, from Stornoway, had always had a
keen interest in healthcare, and had worked in
education with children and young people with
complex additional support needs for 17 years,
as a Support for Learning Assistant.
The vital role of Healthcare Assistant in the
Emergency Department (ED) became temporarily
vacant in March 2020 when the current
postholder had to shield.
Claire says: “I applied for a temporary
position on a secondment basis for three
months as a Healthcare Assistant at the ED in
the Western Isles Hospital. As a result of the
Coronavirus pandemic the post became an
urgent requirement for additional cover. As soon
as I saw the job was advertised, I knew this was
something I would love to try as I’ve always had
a keen interest in healthcare. I have worked in
education with children and young people with
complex additional support needs for 17 years
and I felt the skills and experiences I have gained

over the years gave me the confidence to apply
for the post and to take on a new challenge.”
She continued: “However due to the
Coronavirus pandemic it was clear the job would
be different from what I had first envisaged. As
the schools were closed, I was asked if I would
consider the secondment with immediate start.
While I was conscious that I could have stayed
at home, I decided I wanted to help. I started
the position in the Emergency Department at the
beginning of April, which was a very uncertain
time, but I was keen and willing to undertake any
challenges we were faced with.”
Claire explained that she initially, and
understandably, felt apprehensive and that it
was a steep learning curve, working with staff
delivering care to patients. “Starting a new role
in a busy unfamiliar department and with daily
changes due to Covid-19 meant I had to learn
very quickly, but with having the opportunity
to undertake a wide range of training and with
the support and encouragement of fantastic
colleagues, I had the confidence to work and put
my new skills in to practice.”
Claire added: “I am very thankful for
the opportunity to work in the Emergency
Department. It was a very rewarding experience

coronavirus website (www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.
scot/) from scratch. At the time, no other Scottish
Health Board had produced anything similar
and we felt it important that the information we
provided was specifically relevant and targeted
at our own island population.”
The communications team has also had
to respond to the ever-increasing number of
individual enquiries on its public-facing Facebook
page – from both public posts and private
messages relating to coronavirus. Enquiries
received have been from understandably
concerned or scared members of the public
and staff, MSPs, MPs, returning oil workers and
seafarers, as well as the local business sector. In
addition to this the communications team was
also handling a significant volume of calls from
the general public.
“It became apparent that we were receiving
the same or very similar enquiries, so we created
a ‘question and answer’ section on the local
coronavirus website, which we were able to
signpost individuals to. This was also useful when
the COVID-19 Response Team was established
and similar questions they were receiving were
also included on the website.”
In addition, the communications team were
also able to finalise the revised NHS Western
Isles main website (www.wihb.scot.nhs.uk)
which was launched on the 72nd anniversary of
the NHS last month.
Important messages also continued to be issued
reminding and encouraging islanders that the
NHS was open and wanted to hear from them if
they had any symptoms of cancer and to contact
their GP or attend their Emergency Department,
as they would prior to the coronavirus pandemic
(and as long as they were not showing COVID-19

symptoms). This included early signs of cancer,
child immunisation appointments and mental
health support.
A lot of the current focus is on the recovery and
renewal of services, which is an enormous piece
of work and requires careful communication.
Marissa added, “We islanders should all
recognise how fortunate we are to live in such
a place that has so far experienced only a small
handful of coronavirus cases. However, we
cannot be complacent and must remember how
easy it could be for the virus to arrive on our
doorsteps.
“NHS Western Isles will continue to
encourage our communities, and now our
visitors and tourists, to stay safe and remember
the important messages of practicing hand
and respiratory hygiene, using face coverings
in shops and on public transport, limiting the
amount of contact we have with others outside
our own households, as well as maintaining the
recommended physical distance from others.
“Everyone has done so well so far. Let us keep
it like that and care about each other and protect
our communities.”

and I enjoyed being part of a such a great team.
The experience taught me so much and gave me
a real insight into the fantastic work our NHS
does. Lockdown was such a different experience
for me personally working in the Emergency
Department. For the future I will be returning
to education for the start of the new term in
August, but maybe one day I'll take up a career
in nursing.”
NHS Western Isles Emergency Department
Manager, Susan Macaulay, said: “Claire fitted
really well into the role of Healthcare Assistant,
which involved assisting Emergency Nurse
Practitioners to deliver care and treatment to
patients attending the ED.
“Claire already had good transferable skills
and experience, having worked for a long period
assisting and supporting children and young
people with complex additional support needs,
including healthcare, in her role as support
for learning assistant. However, this was a big
change and with the support of existing ED staff,
she quickly acquainted herself to the Emergency
Department setting. She also adopted new skills,
such as carrying out patient observations, ECGs
and assisting trained staff with procedures.”
Susan added: “Claire is to be commended for

rising to the challenge in an unfamiliar setting
to help her NHS colleagues. She joined us at a
very challenging time, in an unfamiliar setting,
and where things changed daily. We appreciated
Claire’s assistance and enthusiasm in learning
new skills during her time with us. Thanks also
to Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and the Director of
Education for facilitating this secondment.”
Photo: Claire was presented with a bouquet of
flowers on her last shift (June 30) from colleagues
and everyone at NHS Western Isles, in particular
the Emergency Department, wishes her well as
she returns to the Nicolson Institute, and thanks
her for her supportt.
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How staff adapted during
lockdown crisis
Careen Matheson, Children’s Occupational Therapist

C

areen Matheson Laird is a Children’s
Occupational Therapist working for NHS
Western Isles. Here she shares her story of
working at NHS Western Isles during the
coronavirus pandemic.

Born and bred on the Westside of Lewis,
Careen studied at Glasgow Caledonian University
before starting her Occupational Therapy career
working for two years within the adult community
services at the Western Isles Hospital. Then, to
further expand on her skills, she then moved to
Inverness to work at Raigmore Hospital, gaining
valuable experience working in the acute wards,
orthopaedics and amputee services, whilst also
spending time at the Royal Northern Infirmary,
before returning home five years ago to her
current post.
Careen said, “Based at the Stornoway Health
Centre, my role takes me into the communities the
length and breadth of the Western Isles, from the
Butt to Barra. The work of Children’s Occupational
Therapists is varied working with children with
social, emotional and physical difficulties from
birth to 18 years old. We help children and young
people achieve their maximum level of function in
all aspects of their daily life, for example in self-care,
learning, accessing school, play, socialising, etc.”
Prior to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,
the majority of her work involved assessing
children in their own homes and at school, as
well as providing support and guidance to those

who care for the children on a daily basis. This
included travelling to Uists and Barra every 6-8
weeks to ensure client needs, regardless of island,
were being addressed.

moving to Microsoft Teams. A mobile phone app
was also utilised to improve communication and
ensure the safety of our lone working staff was
paramount.

Careen continued, “During the COVID-19
lockdown my work routine changed significantly.
Children were no longer attending schools and I
was unable to attend home visits, unless it was
deemed urgent. I, and everyone around me,
had to adapt quickly to ensure our service could
continue being delivered, in a safe manner, to our
clients.

“This enabled staff to be kept up to date
on clients, ever-changing workloads and
commitments, as well as supporting those at the
highest risk in our local community. We also
contacted our non-urgent clients to ensure they
were aware of how to contact us if they had any
concerns, as well as telephoning families to assess
how they were coping during lockdown and
sending our resources and setting therapy goals to
assist them further.

“Initially, I had to consider how I could continue
to support children on my caseload, particularly
those at higher risk at home. In addition, and as
part of the local coronavirus pandemic response,
my team also received training to be able to
provide support with nursing and care at home
tasks, if required.
“As well as this, I was redeployed to assist
within our adult services team, but continued
to support my paediatric caseload wherever
possible. Thankfully our team had already
moved to Morse (electronic note writing system)
so, through the use of secure iPads and mobile
phones, our staff were able to relocate to working
from home with very little disruption.”
To ensure communication was maintained
during the ever-changing pandemic, the
Occupational Therapy Department held a daily
‘huddle’ meeting, initially through Zoom, before

The use of the NHS Near Me video call system
also enabled Careen to meet with a number of
children virtually, who she was unable to visit
due to pandemic restrictions, within their own
home. This use of these technologies has enabled
assessments and observations to be done easily,
without putting staff or the household at risk
of coronavirus, and has noticeably reduced
the amount of time previously spent travelling
between visiting different clients on different
islands.
Careen explained, “Having to adapt at quite
a quick pace has been a learning curve. It has
improved my own digital skills and made me
realise how much can actually be done virtually.
We have had to depend on families and education
staff much more to take responsibility for their
children’s therapy, setting up and gathering

the items needed and for things like adjusting
equipment and taking notes of any changes to
postural changes or other risks at home.
“I can’t say it hasn’t come without challenges;
for example, some children find it difficult
engaging with a person on a screen, and you
are also depending on another person to hold
the phone/laptop directing the camera in the
right direction at the child and equipment.
However, we’ve managed and increased our own
confidence by finding solutions to a situation we
never thought we would be facing.”
Whilst she is grateful for the digital resources
that have enabled contact with clients, there is
still so much that the virtual world cannot do.
Careen cannot wait to getting back to face-to-face
contact with the children, young people and their
families on her caseload, as well as meeting those
new clients awaiting assessment.

Laura Macleod… Healthy Weight Practitioner
L

aura Macleod is a Healthy Weight
Practitioner working for NHS Western
Isles. Here she shares her story of working
at NHS Western Isles during the coronavirus
pandemic.

Born in Lewis, with two teenage sons,
Laura joined the Department of Nutrition and
Dietetics as a Dietetic Assistant in 2013. With
an administrative background but no health
experience, she has since completed the British
Dietetics Association Dietetic Support Worker
Award and more recently, graduated with a BA
Health and Social Studies from the University of
the Highlands and Islands, studying part-time at
home.
Laura said, “It was working with such a
specialist group of professionals that inspired me
towards further study, and my degree, coupled
with the weight management experience I gained
working closely with the Dietitians, secured me
the post of Healthy Weight Practitioner in 2018.”
Prior to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,
she worked between two separate departments
in Stornoway (Nutrition and Dietetics, and
Health Promotion), delivering both one-toone and group weight management sessions,
as well as wider public health interventions.
This included delivering education sessions at
schools and workplaces throughout Lewis and
Harris. In addition to this, she would host two
group sessions each month, a weekly weight
management Outpatient Clinic and various
community weight sessions.
Laura continued, “During the COVID-19
lockdown, we had to stop all face-to-face
clinics and group sessions. As all schools,

colleges and many workplaces had closed, the
amount of community work I was able to offer
was significantly reduced. In addition, much
of my planned work had to be put on hold.
This included our local child healthy weight
promotional campaign and bone champion
training.”
As a result of a lower number of referrals to the
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics, and the
inability to continue with her community work,
Laura was able to take the opportunity to assist in
other areas of the local NHS.
She explained, “Initially I volunteered with the
Security Team at Western Isles Hospital to fulfil
the new need to staff its main entrance. This was
to assist patients coming into hospital, helping
them be aware of the use of hand sanitiser, face
coverings and general safety, as well as providing
information to visitors, who, prior to Designated
Visiting, were no longer able to access the
premises due to national hospital guidance.
“Shortly afterwards, I assisted the Health
Promotion Department working at the Health
Board Offices to form the local COVID-19
Response Team. This was initially set up to
answer general coronavirus health queries
or concerns from members of the public and
healthcare staff, as well as logging all queries we
received on the national database.”
The COVID-19 Response Team, which has
continued to familiarise itself with the latest
guidance, assists individual coronavirus enquiries
coming into the contact centre via telephone and
e-mail. This helps individuals understand more
about the virus, the disease it causes and the
important ways in which members of the public

can help reduce its impact in our communities.
“As a member of the team, I have offered
support and information, as well as arranging
local coronavirus testing for symptomatic
individuals, in addition to coordinating the
collection of samples from care home testing. I
have also been trained to deliver contact tracing
in line with the national Test & Protect strategy.
“The team has been busy throughout the
coronavirus pandemic and continues to receive
queries and concerns from the general public,
as well as local health and social care staff. We
have even received queries from individuals
living and working outwith the Western Isles,
which we have redirected to their own Health
Board area. Whilst my own confidence in
answering queries has increased, with guidance
constantly being updated in response to the
coronavirus pandemic, I am very fortunate to be
able to access support, when required, from our
local Health Protection Nursing team.”
During the lockdown period, the rest of the
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics team
spent time planning for providing nutritional
support for potentially critically ill patients with
COVID-19. Staff received additional training
through webinars, linking in remotely in order
to enhance their knowledge within this new and
specialist area. In addition, the Department had
to prioritise their caseloads to ensure there was
sufficient staff capacity to deal with any potential
local coronavirus outbreak.
Weight management can be an emotive
subject for many, and Laura admits, it is more
difficult to comfort patients via a screen. There
is also the obvious challenge of being unable to

weigh and measure the patients via a screen,
so Laura looks forward to that affirmation of
progress for them also. However, whilst she has
missed the face-to-face contact with her clients,
she still has met many new clients for the first
time using a screen during lockdown.
Laura explained, “We were in a very fortunate
position as the Department of Nutrition and
Dietetics was already utilising the video
consulting platform ‘Near Me’, having previously
delivered many of its Outpatient appointments to
clients in this way over several years. This meant
our team was well equipped to begin to conduct
all our appointments via video-conference and
telephone, including being able to share group
education resources to support our clients. Our
main change was instead of contacting clients
using ‘Near Me’ at their local hospital Outpatient
Departments or GP Practice, staff at their own
home were contacting clients in theirs.
Laura added, “My role during the coronavirus
pandemic has adapted to suit our local NHS
needs and I have found this to be an exciting
opportunity to be at the heart of our local Public
Health response.”
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Dry cleaners stays in family
W

By Annie Delin

hen Louis Shields announced back in
2018 that he was going to retire after 30
years running Stornoway’s only dry-cleaners,
Euroclean on James Street, there were
shockwaves around Lewis.

People wondered how the town was going to
manage without a dry-cleaners – who would deal
with the massive loads of bedspreads and duvets?
Who would get best wedding suits and special
occasion dresses clean and who would take up, let
out or take in ill-fitting clothing?

Eachainn on the field with Clachnacuddin FC.

Eachainn’s Yes to
football

O

By Annie Delin

ne of the Comhairle’s newest graduate
recruits is doubling up on his essential
role in the community – by maintaining links
with his mainland football team.
Eachainn Miller of Carloway has recently
returned to the island to take up a post with the
Comhairle’s communications team, after achieving
a first class honours degree in journalism from the
University of Stirling.
But Eachainn, who was a regular player of the
year for Carloway FC during his island playing
days, has decided he can’t give up his place with
Clachnacuddin FC, after signing for them in June
last year.
So he’ll be making the regular round trip
each weekend from home in the Western Isles
to Inverness, to take his midfield spot every time
the Lilywhites play. 22-year-old Eachainn told the
Inverness Courier: “Travelling is going to be a big
part of my life, but I am happy to do that. I have
a friend in Inverness who is letting me stay over
which allows me to make it work.”

Louis himself had a message for a would-be
successor as he embraced the idea of retirement.
He said: “There’s definitely an opening for
someone, it would be great to see someone new
come in, with new ideas, to cast a fresh eye over
the place. I would hate to see the place shut down.”
Neither Louis nor his thousands of anxious
customers could have imagined what a family
affair the succession would turn out to be. Son-inlaw Willie Macrury had a job at Macaulay College
and a house to do up, with a new baby soon to
be born to his wife Marsaili. He certainly wasn’t
expecting to step up to the business challenge.
But, says Willie, things seemed to fall just right
for him to take over – initially only on a temporary
basis. “I had given up my job to do up the house
just as Euroclean was closing and I realised that,
with the demand for the service and the family
involvement, I would probably be doing the work
anyway, so I stepped in.
Willie finally officially bought the business on
1 September last year, and his attitude to running
the company is exactly what Louis was hoping for.
He’s brimming with new ideas, yet keen to keep
the ethos of reliability and service that Euroclean
was always known for.
The first thing customers will notice is a fresh
new look to the place. Willie said: “We have new
signage, a new logo and have done up the shop
front so it all looks bright and fresh.
“The biggest change, though, is in the
cleaning system we use. All our equipment has
been replaced and we now use the Electrolux
Lagoon cleaning system. It’s the first water-based

The team with new business-owner Willie Macrury and his wife Marsaili and baby son Niall, just turned one
year old.

professional cleaning system to be approved by
The Woolmark Company and it helps protect the
environment, using no toxic solvents.
“All detergents are biodegradable and the
whole process of cleaning is chemical-free. The
machinery itself is top-of-the-range, the highest
specification cleaning machinery you can get.”
Installation of the new system was a saga in
itself, with fitters due to do the work in March.
Obviously, lockdown intervened, and the system
was finally installed at the beginning of July.

The company stayed open all through lockdown,
classified as an essential service and continuing
to provide clothing and laundry-cleaning for
key workers. But it was a lonely time for Willie,
who staffed the shop single-handed throughout
lockdown.
He said: “For the first three or four weeks of
lockdown I was fully open, then I reduced to half
days as demand dropped and spent the rest of the
time doing the jobs on the house and garden.”
Throughout lockdown, there was never a day

STAY HOME AND WORK
TIME FOR KEVIN
C

By Annie Delin

oming home to make a new start is becoming a recurring
theme in the post-Covid world, but electrician Kevin
Macdonald of Tong has a head start on many.

His new business, Kevin Macdonald Electrical Services Ltd, has
turned the potential catastrophe of Coronavirus around and he’s
treating the changes in the world as a new opportunity.
Kevin returned to the Isle of Lewis 17 years ago, having been away
since he was just 15 years old. He gained all his trade qualifications
in Fife and it wasn’t until he was almost 30 that he returned to the
islands.
Kevin said: “When I came home, I found that everyone I knew was
either working in the oil and gas industry or wanted to. There were
actually more jobs in oil and gas than there were people to fill them.”
That gave him the career opportunity to take his electrical skills
and make a new career in oil and gas – which he did successfully,
benefiting from the job security and good salary to help set up home
and start a family with his wife, Kirsteen.
Then things started to get harder. Kevin said: “Since 2009 it’s been
one knock after another for the oil and gas industry. In 2015 prices
crashed and jobs were being shed, and then came Coronavirus. The
company I was working for were paying people off in their thousands.
“I went from having a good salary and future prospects to
absolutely nothing. If I hadn’t had savings, I would have had to sell
the house and we would have been using the foodbank.”
But there was a strong fallback position. Kevin’s qualification and

the experience he gained during his career mean he can work as
an electrical contractor either petro-chemical electrical technician or
domestic, industrial, commercial electrician.
“I’ve worked all over the UK, Channel Islands and abroad in all
aspects of the electrical trade, so I have plenty of experience.
“Coronavirus turned our lives upside down, especially as a
short-term contract I had in Lewis ended just as lockdown started.
Companies aren’t taking people on, so my only viable option is to try
starting out with my own business.
“In fact, that’s something I have wanted to do for a while. If I can
make a success of it, I can be at home to see my kids – Martin, who is
10 in October, seven-year-old David and Olivia, who’s three.
“I can watch them grow up instead of being away for a month at
a time. Being at home all the time means I won’t miss big events in
their lives.
“I bought a van, my Facebook page went live on Thursday 16 July,
I am starting to advertise and try to build word-of-mouth and I have
some of my first commissions already.
“I can make a good living as a sole trader doing what I know
how to do, and I can be competitive and pass on decent rates to my
customers.”
In fact, Coronavirus turns out to have done Kevin a favour. He said:
“I was always wanting to do this, and now it’s obvious it is the right
time to start.”
You can contact Kevin by phone on 07881 524884 or via his Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/KevinMacdonaldelectricalservices/

without customers and back on full-time hours,
the shop has never been busier.
Accommodation providers are looking for their
bedlinen to be completely refreshed to prepare
for post-Covid regulations and, with weekend
changeovers, key-worker clothing and service
washes for individuals the staff of four are fully
occupied.
Post-lockdown Euroclean is the best of both
worlds – new and fresh, with top-class equipment
and a new management team, but continuing a
family tradition too.
One familiar face is that of seamstress Carol
Maciver, who has worked at Euroclean since Louis
opened the doors in 1988. She’s returned for three
days a week to do repairs and alterations. Marie
McCallum and Willie’s mum, Carolyn Macrury
are also in the team, along with part-time worker
Sophie Graham.
Oh, and one other familiar face… “Louis still
comes in almost every day,” laughs Willie. “It’s
handy, but I might have to tell him to go home
eventually.”

Nannies ready for new start

A

By Annie Delin

brand-new island-based business is linking the start of their
new business with the start of many new lives together, as
Western Isles Wedding Nannies launch their new service.
Wedding Nannies are a new idea for Lewis and Harris, where
children have traditionally always been part of wedding celebrations,
but Ness-based Tori Macinnes is determined to combine the best of
traditional family celebrations with new ideas.
“When I got married my own parents missed parts of the day
because they were helping to look after my children, who were then
very young. My ambition is to let people relax and enjoy themselves
on what is such a special day, but at the same time to make sure that
children can be involved and enjoy the day too.”
Tori, a registered childminder, has got together with Stornowaybased friends Julie Drummond and Anna Macleod to plan the
service. All three have their HNC qualification in childcare, have
been PVG checked and are certified by the Scottish Social Services
Council, while Tori has recently added training in Covid-19 hygiene
to her portfolio.
They’re also all very experienced in childcare, both in professional
settings and with their own families, having worked in nurseries in
the islands. Tori has her own three sons Ryan (10), Charlie (7) and
four-year-old Jamie. The business-plan for Western Isles Wedding
Nannies has been hatching during lockdown, as brides and grooms
hold their breath for Phase 4 of Scotland’s lockdown easing, when
ceremonies and mass gatherings will be resumed.
For now, as it is for couples everywhere, it’s just a question of
waiting for the go-ahead from the Scottish Government and then
Western Isles Wedding Nannies will be ready for special wedding
days galore!
You can contact Tori Macinnes and Western Isles Wedding Nannies
via their Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/Western-IslesWedding-Nannies-101817658273459/
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CORONAVIRUS/COVID-19
Business Support from
Business Gateway Outer Hebrides
Business Gateway is very conscious of the scale of the impact
that the pandemic is having on businesses, and the wider
community, and is here to support you as much as we can.
We have put in place actions to allow us to deliver a virtual
advisory and online tutorial service to you wherever you are.
Our local advisers are still very much available, by phone, email
or online to offer free support on a wide range of business
matters including continuity planning, managing cashflow and
dealing with suppliers.
Our website offers a range of free resources to help you during
the pandemic. Some key information that may be of use
includes:
• Official guidance for business owners in Scotland
• Actions for businesses to consider during the pandemic
• Coronavirus funding and grant support
• Business news and official updates
Our online tutorials and webinars are being developed to cover
topics particularly relevant to the crisis - e.g. digital marketing,
PR in a crisis, email marketing and trading online.

Contact your local office on 01851 808240
email outerhebrides@bgateway.com
visit bgateway.com/coronavirus-support
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